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The office of Congressman Carroll
Hubbard ( D., 1st Dist., Ky.) in
Washington has announced a $145,404
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare grant for the refunding of
Project Apollo at Murray State
University.
The program is an outdoor
enrichment program for Upward
Bound, an earlier program designed to
help young people from low income
families achieve a college education.
The latest grant, provided through
the Office of  Student  Assistance in
HEW, also Provides for additional
personnel and expanded program
components, according to William J.
Holt, the director.
The Apollo project has been operated
by Murray State along with the
Tennessee Valley Authority in the
170,000-acre national recreational area
of the Land Between the Lakes for the
,past four yeerx.
Nationally, the program utilizes 430
'high school students and 70 faculty
members from existing Upward Bound
programs from universities in 18 states,
extending from Wisconsin to Florida.'
For periods ranging from four to 10
days, Apollo participants live outdoors
in the LBL in small trail groups divided
to reflect sexual, urban-rural and
racial-ethnic characteristics.
Their instruction includes exercises
in compass and map reading, canoeing
and portaging, field and aquatic"
biology, rock climbing and rappelling,
trail camping, backpacking,
astronomy, geology, water safety and
many others.
"Both faculty and students
participate on the same level," Holt
said. "This serves to break down
barriers to learning that exist in the
normal classroom situation and both
students and teachers return to their
homes--44We new-found swevesewei
each other and a much better 'grip' on
the process of learning from actual-:
experience."
A former assistant football coach and
a member of the Murray faculty since
1960, Holt also is assuming additional
inside today 
responsibilities in the expanded 1977-78
Apollo program.
He has been asked by the U. S. Office
of Education to prepare a
comprehensiye procedural manual for
public/10On krkd distaution by USOE to
include step-by-step directions for the
planning, development and
implementation of similar Project
Apollo service projects into Upward
Bound programs throughout the United-...
States.
He will work closely with the existing
10 USOE regional offices across the
—Foiintry in an effiii In expand the
project to a national level. He also is
scheduled to speak at 10 regional
conference meetings dealing with the
program.
Newly named as Hott's assistant in
the Murray program is Marvin
Keeling. The son of Mrs. Terrell
Keeling, Mayfield, he is a 1976 graduate
of Murray State as well as the Colorado
Outward Bound-Seliool. His extensive
outdoor experience includes four years
as a senior instructor with the Murray
Apollo project.
P Present instructors in the Murray
program include: .Sue Baldwin,
Sparks of young romance will fly again this weekend in this scene from the
Community Theatre's production of "Torn Sawyer." Here are Leila Umar
(Becky Thatcher) and John Hassell (Tom Sawyer) in a rehearsal for the show
that was presented in June. Repeat performances are scheduled for this Thur-
sday. Friday and Saturday at 7:30 in the new city-county park at the site of the
old courthouse. Admission is $1.00. Senior citizens night is Thursday with ad-
jpi_son_set at 50 cents,
;•••
Health Of Local
dents Compare- Olympia, Wash.; Shannon Cvetichr • -- Rest
•Plainview, N.Y.; John Cvetich,
Adin, Calif;; Jim Gravely, Minnisink,
Pa.; Bruce Kerslarger, Saratoga,
Calif.; Mary Moran, Evansville, Ind.
Also, Shelley Pape, Springfield, Ill.;
----Charles Reeves, Carthage, Miss.; and'-
Larry Wood, Louisville. All have
extensive outdoor experience and are
graduates of outward bound schools.
Mrs. Nancy Jones,' Route 7, Murray,
for the past four years the program's
office manager and secretary, has been
promoted to administrative assistant.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Wendt of Murray, she is married to
Phillip Jones, a probation and parole
based in Mayfield.
Replacing her as secretary is Mrs.
Charletter Ellis—a—Murray, a 1977
graduate of Murray State. She is
married to Michael Ellis of Puryear,
Tenn., and is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Radford, Cerulean.
Two Sections —24 Pages
If variety is the spice of life, then the most well-
seasoned menus include salads. A full-page feature on
salads appears on Pa geOne, Section B of today's issue.
partly cloudy
Partly cloudy, warm and
humid with a good chance of -
showers and thundershowers
tonight and Thursday. Lows
tonight in the low to mid 70s.
Highs Thursday in the low 90s.
Winds southerly to 10 miles an
hour tonight. Rain chances 50.per






Deaths & Funerals 16A
Horoscope 5B
Inside Report 4A
Let's Stay Well 5B
Local Scene 2A, 3A
Opinion Page 4A.....
Sports 8A, 9A, 10A
In broad terms, the level of health in
the local area has never been better.
The death rate has been going down and
life expectancy at birth has reached a
new high.
Viewed from a different standpoint,
however, there is room for
improvement. Government surveys
show that the amount of time that
people in the area are out of action
because of illness or injury has been otk
the increase in recent years.
The surveys, conducted annually, are
made . by the Health Resources
Administration, a branch of the
Department of Health, EducationAnd
Welfare.
A "disability days index" is used to
estimate the general health of each
region of the country. It takes into
account the number of days people
have to forego their normal activities,
stay away from work or from school
and require medical attention.
Viewed from that angle, there has
been somewhat more time lost in
Calloway County's regional area in the
last five years, as well as in most other
localities across the country.
The restricted activity averaged 9.3
days per person in fiscal 1976, including
4.1 days in bed. This compares with 8.7
restricted days, 4.0 of them in bed, in
fiscal 1971. This is exclusive of lost time
3A attributed to long-term, chornic
illnesses
Throughout the rest of the country, by
way of comparison, people were on
disability list for an average of 9.7 days,
of which 4.2 were bed days.
The report shows that days of
restricted activity ranged from 8.7 for
school children between the ages of 6
and 16 to a high of 12.1 days for people
over 65.
Hard work and learning for youths
- 
Are Calloway County residents It adds up, in Calloway County, to an
' getting healthier, year by year? How do estimated loss of 280,000 activity days
they compare in that respect with per year for the population as a whole,
PeoP in. 0 er ns the countz34-- --based upon the average rate in the
regional area.
Nationally, according to the
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, illnesses and injuries cause a
huge loss in productivity. It estimates





Three persons have been arrested-
and charged in connection with the
passing of alleged forged checks in
Murray according to officials of the
Murray Police Department.
A police department spokesman said
that the three, all currently residing at
1603 Miller Ave., are Dennis Wayne
Hollingsworth, Sandra K. Brick and
Brian Curtis Parr. The MPD
spokesman said that all three are from
the Detroit area.
The trio was arrested at a local bank,
the spokesman said, and at the time of
their arrest "had in their possession
several checks from the local area as
well as from Michigan." The MPD
spokesman said the suspects also had in
their possession blank checks from the
local area, Mayfield and Michigan.
The three were charged with forgery,
criminal possession of forged
instruments and theft by deception, the
MPD official said. All three are
currently lodged in Calloway County
Jail and no bond has been set at this
time, the spokesman added, pointing
out that other charges could possibly be
filed against the trio.
YCC Building Hiking Trail In Park
This summer has been a time for hard work combined with learning for
the young men who have become a part of the federally funded Youth Con-
servation Corps.
Under the direction of Bill Wells, these young people have studied the
ecological needs of the community and planned useful projects with special
emphasis on conservation.
The YCC now has cleared, by hand, a hikeing trail in the Murray-Calloway
County Park. Soon the corps will finish building two bridges they designed on
the trail. When this project is completed, citizens will have, for their
pleasure, a recreational spot that is as close to untouched nature as possible
wnile still being safe.
After the trail is finished, the corps will do some work in the downtown
area. Also planned by the corps, is a clean up effort at Chandler Park.
According to Wells, the boys have become more aware of the en-
vironmental situation of Calloway County. Wells stated that, "the greatest
accomplishment of the program is that the boys involved have learned how
to get along with each other and work together."
YCC workers are shown in the accompanying photos at work on the trail's
bridges.








"It's a step in the right direction, just
not far enough," was the apparent
attitude of the majority of the persons
at a public hearing on the rezoning of
12th Street last night.
The hearing, held by the Murray
Planning Commission, attracted about
30 residents of the area and at least half
of the Murray City Council. -
Although there were a few who
opposed the zoning of 12th Street from
Sycamore to Chestnut from residential
to B-4, limited business, the majority. of
the persons who spoke last night
objected only to limiting the types of
business which could locate on 12th.
"I don't object to the B-4 zoning — it's
a step in the right direction," one
resident said. "But I would rather it
would be rezoned to 8-2 right now."
,That statement was echoed several
times throughout the hearing. 8-2
--would-allow 4sioFe-types-ef high-traffic
businesses, such as restaurants and
service stations.
Several persons questioned the
fairness of zoning the west side of 12th
between Olive and Main to B-2, and not
zoning the remainder of the street in the
same manner. "Why shouldn't we be
able to cash in if a restaurant or other
business wants to buy our lot," one
resident asked.
Attorney James Overby, whose lot on
Olive Street adjoins those facing 12th,
strongly objected to the rezoning to B-4.
He noted that the statutes "clearly
 state" that all property owners and
adjacent property owners in the areas
affected by a proposed zoning change
are to be notified by registered mail at
least 14 days in advance of a public
hearing. City Planner Steve Zea
admitted this had not been done, but
said recent rulings allow the city to
hand deliver notices in such cases as
this, which he said had been done.
Several persons indicated an interest
in the traffic problem on 12th Street,
and expressed concern that additional
business would create more of a
problem. Zea responded to questions on
the four-inning of 12th that the target
date for that project is now 1981.
The intent of the B-4 limited business
zone is to provide limited retail
business and service, and business and
professional offices. The standards of
development in the 8-4 zone are
intended to protect adjacent residential
zones, promote orderly development,
and avoid traffic congestion within the
surrounding neighborhoods, according
to the city planner.
Some examples of limited retail
business and service include specialty
shops, banks, barber and beauty shops,
bakers, drug stores, shoe repair shops,
antique shops, clothing stores and radio
and television repair shops, according
to Zea. Also permitted would be any use
allowed in a professional office zone.
Conditional uses in a 8-4 zone would
be other limited business uses which
the board of zoning adjustments finds to
fall within the intent of this zone that
will . _not ..be_ more obnoxious or
materially detrimental to the public
welfare or to property in the vicinity of
the uses, according to Zea.
The planning, commission took no
action after the public hearing. They
will evaluate the results of the hearing,
and make a recommendation to the
Murray City Council, which will have
the final decision in the possible
rezoning of 12th Street.
CASAVANT CAVALCADE OF PERFORMANCE WORKSHOP—Diane Mc-
Millen, 13, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. D. McMillen, 102 N. 12th St, Murray,
recently participated in the rifle squad sessions of the Casavant Cavalcade of
Performance Workshops held at Murray State University. The workshops, pail










David Stripling, left, Thomas "Bo" Reed.
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Wednesday, Judy le
Special program by New
Song of Oral Roberts
University will be at the
Bethel United Methodist
Church at 7:30 p.m. Public is
invited.
Kenlake. State .Park ac-
:.;yvities will include medicinal
;:trhit want at campgroundhouse at 10:30 a.m.,
,*avenger hunt at hotel front
z.ilarch At 1:30 p.m:, pool.-ex-
:-:*•avagania. at hotel pool at
''• 2:30 p.m., puppet making in
• recreation room at four p.m.,
frisbee football at cam-
pground bath house at 4:30
p.m., fishing seminar at hotel
meeting room and puppet
show rehearsal 'at recreation
room, both at seven p.m., and




Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include kiddie
walk at hotel porch at eleven
a.m., obstacle course walk on •
front lawn at 1:30 p.m.,
macrame, part I, at '
recreation room at 2:30 p.m.,
air hockey tournament . at
hotel game room at 3:3b p.m.,
Kenlake games on hotel front
lawn at 4:30 p.m., slide
program on park at hotel
meeting room at seven p.m.,
and square dance at cam-
pground bath house at 8:30
p.m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a potluck supper at the
center at six p.m.
Men's Stag Night will be at
the Murray Country Club at
6:3,0 p.m. with Mike Baker,
Dub Polly, Gary Marquardt,




will meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
- Murray Women of - the
Moose will meet at eight p.m.
AMC Ridge hAlr
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include
Nature's Medicine Chest, a
walk through the woodland in
search of healthful herbs,
starting at Center Station at
two p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
senior citizens activities in-
clude devotion at 10:05
lunch_ at noon, and stable
games at one p.m..
Watermelon Feast will be
held for Senior CiVent in the
pavilion by ricelid" cour-
thouse ir c•a•c'j-County Park
form 5:30 0-6:30 p.m. Each
one attending will please
donate fifty cents to help pay
for the watermelons.
Temple Hill Chapter- No..511
- Order of -the-EasternStor will -
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Lodge
Hall.
Concert by Murray State
University Summer Or-
chestra, conducted by Prof.
Neale Mason, will be at eight
p.m. at Lovett Auditorium,
MSU. a
Friday, July 22
Mt. Pleasant . United
Methodist Church will have
homecoming services at
ekeven a.m. with the Rev. Dr.
Bill Clark Thomas as speaker.
A basket lunch will follow.
Twilight golf with Keith
Morris as chairman will be at
5:45 p. m. at the Murray
Country Club.
Oaks Country Club* twilight
golf will be at 5:30 p_ in
Friday, July 22
Kenlake State Park ac-
tiyities will include creek walk
at ten a. m. and dinosaur egg
hunt at 1:30 p. m., both at front
of lodge, macrame part II at
hotel recreation room at 2:30
p. m., croquertournament on
front lawn. of hotel at 3:30 p.
m., -tennis lessons —for
beginners at hotel court ,at
4:30 p. in., and Lakeside
Singers at hotel meeting room
at 8:30 p. m.
Saturday, July 23
Mr. and Mrs. William
Lawrence will have a
reception in celebration of
their silver wedding an-
niversary from 6:30 to 8:30 p.
m. at their hofne• in Kirksey.
All relatives and friends in-
vited.
SURGERY PATIENT
Carves M. Sanders, former
representative for the Elec-
trolux Vacuum Cleaner
Company, of Farmington
Route One underwent major
surgery on July 14 at the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. He will be
hospitalized for some time,
and persons may send him
cards or letters to Carves M.




Mrs. Carroll Guy of Murray





was Mrs.  Rural Jones of
Murray.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include movie PADUCAH PATIENT
on geese at .two .p. m., ante Mrs. Dale Nimmo 'of
Murray has been a patient atdiscovery walk at 8:30 p. m.,
both at Center Station. Lourdes ,Hospital, Padicah.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a.
m. to three p. m. and fun night
at -six at the cenWr.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Sarah Jeffrei, of
Murray has been dismissed
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Celebration Planned Miss Selwyn Schultz
Is Honored With Tea
Mr. and Mrs. William Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. William Lawrence will celebrate their silver
wedding anniversary with a reception at their home in Kirksey
on Saturday, July 23. All friends and relatives are invited to
call between the hours of 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
The couple was married on July 19, 1952, at Corinth, Miss.
Mrs. Lawrence is the daughter of the late Dewey Free and
Elphie Free. Mr. Lawrence is the son of Ocus Lawrence and
Lottie Lawrence of Kirksey. -
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence are the parents of six children who
are Mrs. Don Wilkerson, Mrs. Ronnie Green, and Miss Sandra
Lawrence, all of Kirksey, Mrs. Joe Pat Phillips of Almo, Mrs.
Danny Chadwick of Murray, and Gary Lawrence of Kirksey.
They have two grandchildren.
Miss Mary Moore Cook Is
Honored At Bridal Shower
• Another delightful courtesy
extended ta Miss Mary Moore
Cook, August 13th bricli-elect
of Dickie Nesbitt, was the
household shower held on
Friday, July .8, at the
Fellowship Hall of the South
Pleasant 'Grove United
Methodist Church.
The-hostesses for the special
event were Mesdames Max
Parks, James Euel Erwin.
,AWoodrow Rickman, James
Frank Phillips, James -E
Rogers, Mavis McCamish,
.Hilda Jo Rogers, Jirturt5 Dale
Erwin, and Ruth Hill.
Miss Cook chose to' wear a
floral street length dress with
a corsage of yellow roses. Her
mother, Mrs. L. D. Cook, Jr.;
and her mother-in-law to be,
Mrs. Richard Nesbitt, wore
street length dresses with
matching corsages. Mrs.
Mattie Moore and Mrs. Otto
Erwin, grandmother and aunt






Baby Boy Webb (mother
,:Elizabeth), 400 N. Porter
Paris, Tn., Baby Boy Atchison
(mother Carol), 901 Doran
Rd:, Murray, Baby Girl
Branch (mother Debbie),
503'2 Meadow Lane, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Nona L. Tabers, Rt. 1,
Murray, Miss Ruth Williams,
306 Pine, Murray, Kenneth W.
Harpole, 506 S. 10, Murray,
Mrs. Irina 13; Wallace, Rt. 3,
Box 305 Murray, Mrs. Joetta
Johnson, Rt. 7, Mayfield„ Miss
Christy- K. Waldrop, Rt. 1;
Sedalia, Mrs. Victoria A.
Rushing, Rt. 1, Box 366 Cot-
tage Grove,* Tn., Mrs.
Margaret J. Lee, Rt. 6, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Martha N. Culver,
Box 47, •Hazel,- Bobby J.
Hodges, Rt. 6, Box 80, Murray,
Garnett Loafman, Rt. .2,
Murray,. BobEly G. Vdler, Rt.-
1, Box 101-A, Farmington,
Mrs. Marie S. Forrester. 806•
Sha Wa, Murray, Aubrey B.
Marr, Rt. 4, Murray. Miss '
Amy L. Jbnes, E-5, Murray
'Manor Apts. Murray, Bill G.'
Harris, Rt. -8, Murray, John
Dillon, Dexter, Kevin, C.
Aufman, 619 E. 56 In-
dianapolis, Ind., Crawford I..
Armstrong, Rt. 7, Murray,
Mrs. Susie A. Easley, 403 N. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Rosa 0.
Clayton, Rt. 2, Box 327,
Paducah, Mrs. Mamie- E.
Jones, Rt. 5, Mayfield, Miss
Ava E. Barber, Rt. 6,, Box 8,
Murray, Mrs. Zela E. Hurt,
401 'N. 10, Murray, Mrs. .
Thelma Bailey (expited1, 205
Spruce, Murray. '
The male seahorsei has the
job of protecting his mate'seggs in a brood-patch at thebase of the Jail until they are
hatched. "
matching corsages.
The honoree opened her
many gifts for the guests to
view. A special attraction was
the bulletin board decorated
with the wheels of fortune to
add, to the bridal scene.
Refreshments of cake,
punch, mints, and nuts were
served at the beautifully
appointed table Araped with
pink net over a white cloth
with each corner caught. up
with ribbons and roses. The
table was centered with an
arrangement of pink rosesflanked by pink candles.
Eighty-eight persons were
present or sent gifts.
Another prenuptial courtesy
extended to Miss, Selwyn
Schultz was a tea on Saturday,
July 9, at the Community
Room of the Peoples' Bank on
Chestnut Street.
The hostesses were
Mesdames M. C. Ellis, Willie
F. Jackson, Maurice Hum-
phery, Allen Russell, Hamp-
ton Erwin, Vernon C. Nance,
W. P. Russell, H. B. Bailey,
Jr., Maurice Ryan, Haron
West, Tom Rowlett, Eli M.
Alexander, John Hina, James
Converse, John Ed Scott, Earl
Douglas, Joe T. Outland, and
Marvin Fulton, who each wore
a single rose bud pinned at her
shoulder to designate her as a
hostess.
Thee '1*Aable was draped to
the flotr- 7.f4h a fitted sculp-
tured-laCe-Cloth, bordered by
a band of coordinating lace
trim. A silver wine cooler
filled with summer flowers in
varied shades, was placed at
the center and flanked by two
five-branch candelabra
holding white tapers. A fruit
punch was served along with a
variety of party sandwiches
and sweets.
Miss Stacy Fulton presided
at the register table which was
covered with a sheer ap-
pliqued cloth and decorated
with a cluster of small wicker
baskets filled with flowers. A
single basket centered each of
the small tables provided for
seating, each covered with an
embroidered tea cloth.
The honoree, her mother,
Mrs. Fred Schultz, her
grandmother, Mrs. E. D.
Davidson, and the prospective
groom's mother, Mrs. Thomas
G. Parker, were each tom-'
plimented with a phalaenopsis
corsage to wear at their
shoulder.
Bridal Shower Held Honor
Of Miss Tina Thompson
Miss Tina Thompson, July
30th bride-elect of Terrie
Lewis, was the honoree at a
bridal shower held at the
Hardin Municipal Building on
Tuesday, June 21, at seven p.
The hostesses for the special
occasion were Mrs. Jimmie
Lewis, Miss Tammie Lewis,
Miss Lorenda Ilpgers, and
Mrs. Hoy Thompson.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear an ensemble of
' 'black slacks with a black and
white top. She opened her
many lovely gifts at a table
centered with a special um-
brella bridal centerpiece.
Refreshments of cake,
chips, nuts, mints, and punch,
were served buffet style from
the table overlaid with a white
cloth and centered with a
special arrangement.
Seventy persons were
present or sent gifts. Miss
Thompson is the daughter of
Mrs. Bobby Joe Lee of Almo
Route One and Ronald
Thompson of Louisville. Mr.
Lewis is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Lewis of Hardin.
Coffee Cup
Chatter
By University of Kentuck)'
County Extension Agents
For Home Economics
There is often quite a
discussion over whether to
give an allowance or just dole
out money as the child wants
or needs money. The
allowance means a certain
amount-of money that a child
is allowed to use in a certain
given time. Most adults are on
some sort of an allowance. We
know that there is a certain
amount of money that can be
used for the week, month of
year. We didn't learn to stay
within our allowance without
some experience with trying
it. In the case of children, the
allowance should be started
early with a small amount for
a short time. As the child
grows, the allowance should
be increased and also the
responsibilities for the money.
When we just dole out money
when the child asks for it we
may be encouraging im-
pulsive buying, making it
harder to learn to plan and
save for something in the
future. - Sue Fraser, Bard-
well, Ky.
+++
When cooking over a
campfire, coat outside of pots
and pans with dishwashing
detergent before cooking to




Kitche 'of the future will
have f waste disposers,
eliminating costly garbage
collection. These disposal
systems would either shred.
dry and convert garbage into
pellets for landfill, into gas for




Story Reunion In Mayfield
The children and grand-
children of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Deck Story gathered
Sunday, July 3 at the home of
Mr and Mrs. Mel Doughty in
Mayfield for a reunion.
Those present were Mrs
Chester Weatherford and Miss
Louise Weatherford of
Mayfield; Mrs. Carrie Story,
Mr. and Mrs. James
Kuykendall and Mrs. Opal
Kuykendall of Murray; Mr.
and Mrs. John Hays of Paris;
Mr. and Mrs. Tolbert Story
and Mr. and Mrs. Polk Story
of Puryear; Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Whithell and children
Lori, Chuck and Bart, and
Sam Doughty of Mayfield;
Mr. and Mrs. John Mitchum,
Mark and Sheri of Burlington,
N.C.; Mr. and Mrs. iTommy
Dany Story, Gary and Shane
of Puryear; Mrs. Jimmy
Lamb, Tonia and LeAnn of
Humboldt; Mr. and Mrs.
Danny Outland, Jeff and
Janice of Murfreesboro; Mel,
Laura and Pam Doughty.
A covered dish dinner was
group pictures were made
(
served under shade trees on































P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
Olympic Plaza Open 9:30 to 8:00 Daily 1-5 Sunday


























































By Abigail Van Buren
Mom Doesn't Want
Girls Calling Son
DEAR ABBY: Please, please print this for me and all
the other mothers who have this problem:
What happened to the good old days when the boys
chased the girls? I am the mother of a 17-year-old boy, and
I am bothered day and sometimes as late as midnight by
girls calling my son on the phone, When I say he's not
home, they keep calling. Sometimes when I answer they
even hang up in my face.
Abby, boys don't like to be called by girls. I know that
the girls my son likes best are the ones who never call him.
I have a 14-year-old daughter and if I ever catch her
calling a boy 111 tan her hide.
I hope every girl in St. Louis who knows mison reads
this!
ST. LOUIS MOM
DEAR MOM: There's no excuse for rudeness on the
phone, or calling at unreasonable hours, but please don't
spoil it for all the boys in St. Louis. Some boys LIKE girls
to call them.
DEAR ABBY: I publish the Towers Club newsletter in
which I feature a monthly quote. In searching for a quote I
came upon your lifesaving advice in Marquis' WHO'S
WHO IN AMERICA. Following your biog-profile were
these classic Dear Abby words:
"I have learned the art of enlightened selfishness. If one
permits others to waste his time, he will forever be
fighting deadlines and working under pressure. When I
learned how to say 'no' graciously, life became
immeasurably more productive."
After using that quote in my newsletter it occurred to
me that you should share that advice with your readers.
I'm a faithful reader and I've never seen it in your column.
Thank you, Abby.
JERRY BUCHANAN
DEAR JERRY. Well, now you've seen it. You're
welcome, Jerry.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been married for
11 years and have one child, age 9. My husband seems to
think all he has to do is pay the bills, go to work, and his
obligation as a husband and father is paid in full.
He goes off every weekend and we have no idea where
he is. When I ask him, he says it's none of my business. It
sounds like he has a. woman somewhere.
I went to a marriage counselor and he said, "If you had
the trouble most married women have, you'd think you
were in heaven. As long as he supports you and your child,
doesn't drink, use drugs or hit you, disappearing every
weekend is a minor fault. Get yourself a boyfriend, and
don't complain."
Abby, I don't want a boyfriend. I want my husband
home weekends. Am I expecting too much? I'm 29 and he is
33, and this weekend disappearing act has been going on
for nearly three years
Can you help me?
SICK OF IT
DEAR SICK: First, find yourself another counselor. I
see nothing wrong with putting a "full-time husband" high
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meeting of the Women's
Aglow Fellowship will be held
Tuesday, July 26 at the
KenBar Resort, on Highway
641 in Gilbertsville. The
meeting will begin at 10:30,
with an early luncheon served
in the hotel dining room, and
will be followed by the worship
and praise service, in the
Grand Rivers Room.
The speaker for this month's
meeting will be Linda Lapp,
from Henry, Tn., who was
born and raised in an Amish
home in Pennsylvania, and
most of her relatives still live
according to the Amish
traditions. Linda will be
sharing with the women her
experience of being healed of
a severe Weikel problem. She
and her husband are the
parents of three children, and
own a 275 acre farm in Ten-
nessee.
All women are invited to
attend the meetings of the
Aglow Fellowship. It is a
group of Christian women
from all different
denominations who meet
together once a month, to
share what God has been
doing in their lives. The
Fellowship began several
years ago, in Seattle,
Washington, and is growing at





Baby Boy Elliott (mother
Betherny), Rt, 5, Box 1025,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mn. Debbie K. Harrell, 92
Riviera Cts., Murray, Frank
D. Turner, 100 S. 13 Apt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Debe K. Elliott,
Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. Mary L.
Lee, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Patricia C. Walls, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Norma J. Frey,
Rt. 2, Box 115, Franklin, Pa.,
Miss Jonie M. Mills, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Charles T. O'Bryan,
Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs. Janet A.
Wilson, Box 22, Puryear, Tn.,
Miss Sherry J. Nolin, P. 0.
Box 492, Murray, Mrs. Patsy
Orr, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Jan
A. Cooper, 1000 Sharpe,
Murray, Mrs. Beverly A.
Whybark and Baby Boy, Rt. 8,
Benton, Mrs. Loretta F.
Mitchell and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Springville, Tn., Mrs. • Janice
G. Bell and Baby Boy, 1007
Olive, Murray, Mrs. Peggy R.
Boddy and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Benton, Mrs. Donna J. Wray,
Box 25, Sedalia, Mrs. Orpha
M. Loudon, Alm°, Marion B.
Collins, Rt. 3, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Slema L. Stubblefield, 707
Story, Murray, Charles H.
Broach, 705 Elm, Murray,
Mrs. Zitell M. Cooper, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Robert E. Thornburg,
Hamlin, Mrs. Estella M. Ross,
Gen. Del., Hardin, Mrs. Lola
B. Geurin, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Edna Miller, 710 Vine,
Murray, Mrs. Ruth Washburn
(expired), 204 N. 13, Murray,
Mrs. Beatrice E. Charlton
(expired), Gen. Del. Hazel.
Balt.s.
ROBERSON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Dana H.
Roberson, Roberson Drive,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Summer Anne,
weighing six pounds,
measuring 181/2 inches, born
on Thursday, July 14, at 3:30
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is employed with
the Tennessee Valley
Authority and the mother is a
guidance counselor at Fort
Campbell Dependent School.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Harley Roberson of
Murray and Hant Clapp of
Clinton. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Lassiter of Murray.
BENNETT GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Bennett, 806 South 16th Street,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Keisa Leigh,
weighing nine pounds twelve
ounces, born on Monday, June
13, at the Murray-Calloway
• County Hospital.
The father, Dr. Bennett, is
an associate professor of
mathematics at Murray State
* University.
121 By!Pass • Grandparents are Mr. and
Murray!, Ky. • Mrs. Raymond Bennett of
4**
• Fulton, Ky., and Mrs. John 
********T**********-**.
Slicnica,se
the rate of about one new
fellowship a day, all over the
world.
For further information
concerning the meeting July
26, call Mrs. Ruth Holland at
362-8175, the president of the
Gilbertsville chapter. Anyone
interested in helping to start
an Aglow Fellowship in their
area may also call Mrs.
Holland, or Mrs. Lou Johnson,
in Paducah, at 898-3100.
Aglow also has several
weekly Bible studies available
for women to study in their
homes. Anyone interested in.
having a Bible study in her
home may also call the above
numbers for more in-
formation, Mrs. Holland said.
Mr. &Mrs, Cole
Married 59 Years
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cole of
Murray observed their 59th
wedding anniversary on
Monday, July 18. Mrs. Cole's
first name is Obie.
Celebrations for their 50th
wedding anniversaries were
held recently for Mr. Cole's
relatives including Mr. and
Mrs. .'2,owen Gowins of
Wappappalo, Mo., on July 7,
1977, and Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Cole of St Louis, Mo., on
October 30, 1976. Mrs. Cole's'
first name is Mabel. Mr. Cole
is a brother of Mrs. Gowins.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Miss Glady Jaco of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
WORLD FRIENDSHIP CLUB - Members of the club met recently for bowling at Cor-
vette Lanes and later went to the home of Mrs. Max Canady for cake and coffee. At-
tending were, left to right, front row, Fabia Florez, Brazil, Gladys Buchanan, Nicaragua,
Gracie Erwin, IGrksey, back row, Matilda Canady, Philippines, Thelma Warlord, Murray.
Gulsen Ford, Turkey, Helen Karvounis, Greece, lngaborg King, Germany, and Mene
Coskuner, Turkey,
STILL MOVING AT HIGDON'S
Yes, we've tried our hardest to move from our a
warehouse to the new one, but we just can't move all
the excess stock we have.
THIS IS NOT A GIMMICK
COME SEE FOR YOURSELF
We have more excess merchandise than
most furniture stores carry In their
ENTIRE INVENTORY.
We are making another appeal to anyone who needs to




You Will Never Find Lower Prices Than those we are now
offering.
Help us by helping yourself by saving on our entire WAREHOUSE
and FLOOR INVENTORY.
THE STORE KNOWN FOR THE
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES
ON THE HIGHEST QUALITY
MERCHANDISE.
1.,GDON-urniture




OPEN MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
AND SATURDAY, 8 AM - 5 PM
OPEN FRIDAY 8 AM - 8 PM
•
• • I
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Murray Ledger & Times Editor
The public, which ultimately pays the
bill for government's losses to cheaters,
probably has contributed through
apathy to the multibillion fraud toll.
There has been some reluctance to
prosecute those who try to hoodwink
federal agencies because of a belief
that the perpetrators of crime against
the government were, in many cases,
society's victims —the poor and the ill.
But recent exposure of welfare and
Medicaid ,ripoffs has revealed that the
intended beneficiaries of the programs
often are being exploited by greedy
administrators or purveyors of
services.
Corruption has been uncovered in
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The remains of a woman found on a
Calloway County farm yesterday have
been tentatively identified as those of a
Paducah woman who has been missing
for sometime.
Pvt. Charles E. Stubblefield, son of
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie K. Stubblefield, and
Pvt. James R. Story, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond L. Story, have
completed eight weeks of advanced
training as combat engineers at Fort
Leonard Wood, Mo.
The New Providence Saddle Club won
the Governor's Cup trophy at the horse
show at Buchanan, Tn. ,
The Rev. Hugh Curtis Erwin of
Greenville will be the speaker at the
revival services at the Hazel Baptist
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. Cochran and
children, Johnny, Belinda, and Renee,
of Princeton, Ind., will spend the
weekend with their parents, Mrs.
Zelpha Cochran and Mr. and Mrs.
Headley Swift.
20 ears Ago
Navy Reserve Lt. Edward P.
Crawford, son of Dr. and Mrs. F. E.
Crawford of Murray is pictured as his
Flight Surgeon wings are pinned on by
Capt. J. C. Early, Medical Corps, U. S.
Navy, at Pensacola, Fla.
Robert Hendon of the Murray State
College Agriculture Department spoke
on "Rural-Urban Relationships" at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club. He
was introduced by A. Carman.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Tennie
Duncan McGee.
James A. Parker, Murray, district
manager of the Woodmen of the World,
has won an all expense paid trip to the
national WOW convention at New York
City July 22-25.
Preston Barrett of the Murray
Training School Future Farmers of
America Chapter is pictured at the
electric class session at the FFA
Leadership Training Center,
Hardinsburg. Also attending from the
local chapter were Charles Byers,
Jimmy Thompson, Ralph Oliver, and
Wayne Ezell, members, and Leroy
Eldridge, advisor.
30 Years Ago
Garland W. Hunter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John H. Hunter of Calloway
County, who is overseer and chief clerk
of the Colorado area of the U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission at Grand Junction,
Colo., has received an efficiency rating
of "excellent" for his work for the past
fiscal year.
L. J. Hortin has resigned his position
at Murray State College to become
associate professor of journalism at
Ohio University., Athens, Ohio.
Deaths reported include A. A. ( Lynn)
Darnell, age 74.
Total assets of the Peoples Savings
Bank at the close of business on June 30,
1947, are listed as $1,906,433.89,
according to the published report.
Miss Mary Jane Dunn and William A.
Adair were married July 18 at the First
Baptist Church, Murray.
Miirray Ledger & Times
Publisher Walter 1:'Apperson
F,ditor R Gene McCutcheon
The Murray ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Christ-
mas Day , New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc N 4th Si.
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
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veterans' educational programs, in
nursing homes, in defense contracts, in
housing programs, in food stamp sales
and in loan and subsidy programs.
AU. S. attorney, quoted in U.S. News
and World Report, gave a gloomy
assessment of the extent of the problem
of fraud. "Everything the government
is involved with is an invitatioil
thievery," he said.
And the mounting publicity has
brought demands from the American
people and from their representatives
in Congress for a crackdown on the
schemers.
Law-enforcement officials concede
that fraud and abuse of government
programs have increased "beyond
tolerable limits."
They are convinced, however, that
the several agencies and departments
must control their own programs. They
recommend that they seek out trouble
with trained investigators rather than
waiting for irregularities to appear. A
good investigator or auditor, according
to recent studies, can save the
taxpayers $20 for every dollar spent on
a probe.
The congressional concern which has
stimulated recent gains against
taxpayer gouging is welcome and must
be sustained, but Congress could go
further. Each new program must be
examined for the potential for fraud
and the loopholes closed beforehand.
There is no easy, immediate answer,
but the new public awareness and
outrate are essential to the drive
against wrongdoing.
0+0
"When once a concealment or a
deceit has been practiced in matters
where all should be fair and open as
day, confidence can never be restored,
any more than you can restore the
white bloom to the grape or plum that
you once pressed in your hand."
—H. W. Beecher 1813-87
0+0
Jotting down a great idea that comes
to you in the middle of the night helps
you to remember in the morning that
you can't write legibly in the dark.
Commonwealth Consumer
"He's terribly busy, but I'll try to squeeze you in!"
Inside Report RO‘i Esau.. and II% ak
Threat To Zaire
KINSHASA, Zaire — A new Soviet-
supported military thrust against pro-
Western Zaire is being prepared for
later this year, and President Mobuto
Sese Seko knows he cannot count on one
dollar of U. S. arms under the Carter
administration's new approach to
Africa.
."It appears to be the enemy's
intention that they will attack again,"
Gen. Mobuto told us in a private
interview at the presidential mansion.
Plans of Communist-backed rebels to
resume their, assault on Shaba
(formerly Katanga ) province in
southern Zaire are in fact confirmed by
non-Zairean sources.
But these sources expect the new
"attack" from Angola will not be
another invasion but an infiltration for
protracted guerrilla warfare. Whether
an invasion or infiltration, Mobuto
believes assistance for the Katangan




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP ) — If you
think you need legal advice but don't
know who to ask—or you're afraid of
getting hit with a whopping attorney's
fee when you do ask—you can call the
Kentucky Bar Association's lawyer
referral service.
The service will match you up with a
lawyer in your area capable of handling
the kind of legal problem you describe.
You receive a guarantee that an
initial half-hour consultation with the
attorney will cost no more than $10.
During your first meeting with the
attorney, he can determine if you have
a case, and you can decide whether you
want to pay him to pursue it.
KBA director Leslie Whitmer said
one woman called the referral number
and told him she had looked in the
Lexington telephone directory and saw
the names of so many lawyers she
didn't know where to begin.
The service put her in touch with an
attorney knowledgeable in her problem
area, Whitmer said.
What guarantee do you have that the
lawyer you're referred to is
competent?
Whitmer said all attorneys who join
the service are required to carry
malpractice insurance of $100,000 a
claim and $300,000 for all claims in a
year. The service will not accept a
lawyer for referral if a disciplinary
complaint has been lodged against him.
Lawyers are chosen for referral on a
rotation basis. according to the
specialties they have indicated and
their geographic location.
Whitmer said calls to the toll free
number )800-372-2999i have been
coming in from all over the state,
particularly from areas where the
service has received news coverage.
Callers have. asked 'for help on
problems ranging from drawing up a
will, to filing for unemployment
'compensation, to how to regain
possession of a kidnapped dog,
Whitmer said.
In some cases—such as those
involving criminal matters—attorneys
have referred their clients to the county
attorney without charging the initial
fees.
In other cases, where callers cannot
afford to pay for legal counsel, calls
have been referred to legal seryjces
corporations.
Whitmer said the service was
established mainly for people who can
afford to pay for a lawyer's help, but
don't know how tago about getting one,
or are afraid of what it might cost just
to discuss whether to pursue a case.
Kentucky attorneys' fees generally
range from $35 to $100 an hour.
Whitmer said the service receives
about four calls an hour and mattes an
average of 18 referrals a day.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, July 20th, the
201st day of 1977. There are 164 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1969, the American
astronauts Neil Armstrong and Edwin
Aldrin Jr. became the first men to land
on the moon.
On this date —
In 1810, the South American country
of Colombia declared independence
from Spain.
In 1861, the Congress of the
Confederacy began holding sessions in
Richmond, Va.
Berlin reported that Adolf Hitler had
narrowly escaped death in a bomb plot.
In 1945, the U.S. Flag was raised over
Berlin as American troops prepared to
take part in the occupatioagovernment
after World War II.
Ten years ago: It was disclosed that
American combat deaths in the
Vietnam War had reached more than
12,000.
Five years ago: U.S. railroads and
unions settled a 35-year-old argument
over the job of firemen on trains.
One yeat ago: The*U.S. spacecraft,
Viking I, landed on Mars after an 11-
month flight and began sending back
gear pictures of the planet.
Today's birthdays: Explorer and
mountain climber gdmund Hillary is 58
years old. Auto executive Benson Ford
also is 58.
Thought for today: So long as little
children are allowed to suffer, there is
no true love in this world. — Isadore
Duncan, American da3cet,18_78-1927.
in Moscow. "Angola and Cuba are
pawns of Soviet policy in this area," he
told us.
Having proved it would let Mobuto be
swept under by invasion last March, the
U. S. will not help him against the more
subtle menace of guerrilla war. When
the long, intimate relationship between
Washington and Mobuto is considered,
the' rest of Africa is being shown the
dubious value of close friendship. with
the Americans in face of Communist
assault.
This arm's-length U. S. attitude
toward a longtime client represents not
only the post-Vietnam phobia about
military entanglements but also
reveals starkly opposed views of Africa
in Washington and Kinshasa. Whereas
the Carter administration, an ocean
away, now perceives no danger in
Soviet penetration, the cagey survivor
of Congo blood politics believes Moscow
seeks domination over the entire
continent — a sinister ,development
promoted by the new U.S. policy,
Mobuto's appreciation of superpower
interplay in Africa was put to us
precisely: "Before the Vietnam war,
the U.S.S.R. was not so fierce in trying
to impose Its ideology in Africa. Since
the Vietnam war, which has
traumatized the United States, it has
become bolder. As was witnessed in
Angola, it is obvious that the United
States is not prepared to intervene in
the affairs of Africa. The Soviet Union
therefore feels able to impose its own
will in Africa."
The gravity of this situation is
underlined by Mobuto's answer when
we asked who could be the blocking
force against Soviet ambitions in Africa
replacing the U.S.: "It would have to be
France." President Valery Giscard
d'Estaing did arrange the Moroccan
troop intervention that saved the
Mobuto regime, and since then Mobuto
has grown close to France, Morocco
and French-speaking AV a. But
nobody imagines France deter
Soviet adventures throughout southern
Africa as the U.S. once did.
Mobuto is not crying wolf. Reliable
eyewitnesses tell of Katangan rebels in.
four northern Angola training_ camps
learning guerrilla fighting in time for
the rainy season starting in mid-
September. Unable to stop a direct
invasion, the miserably-led Zairean
army is ill-equipped to handle an
effective insurgency in an area where
the infiltrators may have more popular
support than the Mobuto regime.
Desperately needing reorganization
and retraining. Zaire's forces are
getting advice from the French and
Belgian military missions here. But
they will have no access to the
tragically won lessons of guerrilla
warfare that the U.S. could provide.
That simply is not part of Washington's
new African policy.
Mobuto is a canny enough politican
not to endanger generous U.S.
economic aid indispensible for Zaire
because of the prolonged depression in
world copper prices. Consequently, he
has ceased his bitter recriminations
against Washington and never utters
one critical word about Jimmy Carter.
He even told us, -Things are settled
down between Ambassador ( Andrew)
Young and me."
But insiders say Mobuto will never
fully recover from the U.S. refusal to
help — even to supply ammunition for
M-16 automatic rifles previously sold to
Zaire. While watching his words, he did
tell us he was "very, very disappointed
and surprised- by the U.S. response
last spring. Despite his patched-up feud
with Andy Young, Mobuto described
Young's "theory" on warmer U.S.
relations with Marxist states in Africa
as "not really practical."
Mobilto's concern with the Marxist
states stems from wholly practical
concerns. The Communist triumph in
Angola closed one rail route to the sea
for Zaire's copper, and now Mobuto is
known to be worried about the same
thing happening in Rhodesia —
effectively blockading Zaire.
So, Mobuto told us he prefers a
negotiated settlement retaining
Rhodesia's "very strong economic
structure" — a sentiment not
particularly shared by the left-wing
heads of the African "front-line" states
to which the U.S., Great Britain and the
rest of the West look for leadership.
Mobuto considers it "somewhat
ridiculous" that he is ignored on
Rhodesia, but that only fits into the
bizarre and imminently tragic course
of events in southern Africa today.
e 
jobs On Rise
ATLANTA (AP — The Southeast is expected to receive nearly 3.7 million
new jobs by 1985, the Bureau of Labor Statistics said Monday.
The bureau said the number of jobs would rise 26.6 per cent between 1974
and 1985.
Employment nationally is expected to rise 20.3 per cent.
Preliminary prOjections show there will be 17.5 million jobs in the eight-
state southern region by 1985 — up from 1974's figure of 13.9 million, said
Donald M. Cruse, the bureau's regional manager.
All eight states are expected to need more workers.
About 75 per cent of the new jobs are expected to be in service industries.
This would result in a decrease in the relative importance of goods-
producing industries from 7.5 per cent of total employment in 1974 to 34.9
per cent in 1985. _
Within the services industries, business and personalTservices will provide
the most jobs —27.7 per cent of total employment.
Transportation and public utilities are expected to increase their
employment 26.5 per cent and government to add 37.4 per cent more
workers. ,
Here are the state-by-state projections, with the state, employment in 1974
and projected for 1985. and the increase in rounded numbers and percentage.
Alabama — 1,323,500, 1,559,000, 235,500, 17.8.
Florida — 3,169,500 4,489,000, 1,319,500, 41.6
Georgia — 2,050,500, 2,487,000, 436,500, 21.3
Kentucky — 1,244,000, 1,486,000, 242,000. 19.4
Mississippi — 853,000, 1,049,50(1, 196,500, 23.1
North Carolina — 2,305,030, 2,850,000, 545,000, 23.6
South Carolina-1,150,000, 1.501.000351,000,30.5
Tennessee — 1,759,000, 2,120,000, 361,500,20.5
HEARTLINE: I have been working
for a company many years and am
eligible for a pension. If I die before my
wife does, will she receive it? R.C.
ANSWER: Very few pension plans
guarantee a worker's full pension to his
or her surviving spouse. The most the
law requires is that he or she will
receive a surviving spouse's benefit
equal to one-half of your reduced
pension and then only if you die after
age 55 and under certain
circumstances.
If you die after retirement, your
spouse will receive the 50 per cent
benefits only if at the time you retired,
your pension benefit was reduced to
provide a surviving spouse's benefit.
The law provides that your pension be
automatically reduced unless you sign
a paper before retirement saying you
do not want it reduced.
If your plan has early retirement
provisions and you keep working after
age 55, your surviving spouse will
receive the 50 per cent benefits only if
you sign a paper agreeing to a
reduction in your pension at retirement
and you do not die of "natural causes"
within two years of signing the paper.
If you die before age 55, your spouse
will get nothing, no matter how long you
worked under the plan.
Ttese are the minimum
requirements of the Employe
Retirement Income Security Act of
1974. However, many companies
benefits are much better than the
minimum mentioned in the above
paragraphs.
HEART1JNE: I am a 67-year-old
widow and am very interested in
finding a pen pal club for senior
citizens. Can you help me? J.M.
ANSWER: Heartline has developed a
pen pal program for people over age 50
to help them combat loneliness.
For those over age 50 interested in
obtaining more information, write
"Heartline's American 60 Club," I1,4 E.
Dayton Street, West Alexandria, 'Ohio
45381. Please enclose a long, self-
addressed, stamped envelope.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I have
been drawing our Social Security
retirement benefits for two years, but
my wife did not receive her check for
April. We have visited the Social
Security office many times, but so far it
has been to no avail. Can you help us?
C.L.
ANSWER: Yes. Heartline has sent
forms for you to fill out from its Red
Tape Cutting System. Please fill these
out completely and return them
immediately. When the forms are
received, Heartline will contact the
proper department and try to help solve
the problem.
Any senior citizen who is having a
problem with a governmental agency
should write Heartline for help. When
writing, just state that you're having a
problem and tell with which agency. Do
not explain yo' problem at this time.
Please send a long, self-addressed
stamped envelope with your request.
Events At MSU
Thursday, July 21
The Murray State Summer
Orchestra, conducted by Prof. Neale
Mason, will perform beginning at 8
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Saturday and Sunday*, July 23 and 24
The fourth and final of a series of
orientation sessions for new freshmen
and transfer students will be held to
acquaint new students with programs
and services, provide them with an
opportunity to register for fall classes
and to meet faculty and staff. For
additional information, call the Center
for Academic Advisement at 762-4816.
Sunday, July 24 through Friday, July 29
A Summer Youth Program workshop
will include instruction in recognizing
injuries, immediate first aid,
conditioning techniques, preventive
and protective taping techniques,
proper use of training supplies and
reconditioning of injured athletes. The
workshop will be held in Stewart
Stadium.
Sunday, July 24 through Saturday, July
30
A Summer Youth Program two-
division institate will cover both
forensics and interpretation. Forensics
includes beginning and advanced
debate as well as extempore speaking.
Interpretative division includes
interpretation of prose, poetry, and
drama. The institute will be held in
Wilson Hall.
Sunday, July 24
A senior percussion recital will be
presented by Pam Hates, Central City,
beginning at 3:30 p.m. in the Ftrrell
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
Bible Thought
Be ye kind one to another,
tender-hearted, forgiving one
another, even as God for
Christ's sake Wath forgiven you.
Ephesians 4:32.
That is it brother! BYKOTA
— be kind, tenderhearted and
It will bring you
; —
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SAFE AT SECOND — Ronnie km* thporiptotto -zgoe SA-Stars sliks in under the tog
of Alayfiold's Kant Price at seated. Watch1g-0Sr Mayfield Eastern is thaetstap David idwords.
MIN Nose by RUM Imetlea)
-
OUT AT THIRD — Eddie Burgess of Murray is togged out at third by Rusty Pigg of Mayfiald.
Mayfield southpaw hurler Rodney Scarborough picked up the ball around first and threw to third
for the assist.
(Stuff Photos by Male Breades)
DID HE OR DIDN'T HE? — The ball is almost in the mitt of the catcher. Tim question is: Did or
did not Tim Brown of the Murray Little League All-Stars hold up on the swing? He did.
In 1963, Bouton Was All-Star,
Today He's In Class A League
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —
Fourteen years ago, Jim
Bouton was on the mound in
Cleveland, pitching in the All-
Star game.
Tuesday night, 2,800 miles
from Yankee Stadium and at
the other end of the
professional baseball
spectrum, Bouton was hurling
knuckleballs for the Portland
Mavericks of the Class A
Northwest League, a team
with a reputation as enigmatic
and unorthodox as Bouton's
own.
There were 3,904 people in
rickety Civic Stadium and the
opponents were the Grays
Harbor, Wash., Loggers. Most
of the players were barely
walking when Bouton signed
his first pro contract.
What is a 38-year-old man
who has written a bestseller,
starred in a television series
and worked as a sportscaster
for two of New York's largest
television stations doing
drawing a $400 monthly salary
and pitching against the likes
of Salem, Walla Walla and
Bellingham?
"Thirty-eight is just a
number," he shrugged after
going nine innings and
scattering eight hits for a 6-5
victory in his Tuesday night
debut.
Bouton created and starred
in a television series based on
his controversial bestseller
about _baseball "Ball Four."
After the series was canceled
following a brief run on CBS
last fall, Bouton rejected an
offer to return to WCBS as a
sportscaster.
The dawn-to-dark schedule
of the television show left him
drained. "I didn't see the sun
for about a year," he said.
Besides, he said,
sportscasting was not his
favorite pastime.
So he left the lucrative job
for a return to the summer
game that had led to banner
seasons with the perennial
world champions, the New
York Yankees. The career
peaked when Bouton had a 21-
7 record in 1963.
He finally left baseball,
wrote the controversial "Ball
Four" and took a job as a
sportscaster at WABC in New
York. Later, he shifted to
WCBS. But he always wanted
to return to baseball. He did
briefly, in 1975, when he came
to Portland and had a 4-1
record in a month's action.
To finance his latest
comeback try, Bouton said,
he's selling his $125,000 house
in Englewood, N.J., and
purchasing a more modest
$75,000 home for his wife and
three children.
His vehicle back to the
bigtime, he hopes, will be the
knuckleball, that mysterious
spinless pitch that bobs and
weaves to the plate with no
one—batter, catcher_ or
pitcher—knowing exactly
where it is going.
But his age has foiled his
attempts so far. This spring,
he was cut by the White Sox
Knoxville farm team in the
Class AA Southern League to
make room for younger
players. Then he was dropped
by Durango in the Class AAA
Mexican League.
-So he called Bing Russell,
the actor-writer from
southern California who owns
the Mavericks, a motley crew
of hustling youngsters who are
id $400 per month during the
summer and have no




Murray's Mel Purcell, the
only remaining Kentuckian in
competition, won two matches
Tuesday in the National Clay
Court Championships.
In his second round match,
Purcell won 6-1 and 6-4 over
Ross Dubin of Miami, Florida.
The second round match,
which placed Purcell in the
draw of 16 for today, found
him winning two and two over
Andy Andrews of Raleigh,
North Carolina.
Purcell, seeded fifth in the
tourney, meets unseeded
Pender Murphy of Charlotte.
North Caroline, toelar--
Murray Little Leaguers
Lose To Mayfield East
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger 81 Times Sports Editor
Mayfield is "up" in arms
And because of those arms,
the Murray Little League All-
Stars were down and out of
tournament action at Fulton
Tuesday night.
— First of all, southpaw
hurler Rodney Scarborough
allowed just two hits as his
team posted a 2-0 win -,ver
Murray.
- Here's where the other
part of "arms" comes in.
-Twice in the game, Murray
had runners thrown out at
third on good plays by
Mayfield. Of course had those
two runners reached third and
later scored, it would have
been a new ballgame.
Murray had the fortune and
misfortune of drawing a bye.
It was fortunate because it
meant Murray would have to
play only two games to win the
Poplar Bluff To
Hold Net Tourney
The Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
Parks Department is spon-
soring a tennis tournament
July 29 and July 30.
In the junior division, there
will be competition in boys' 14,
16 and 18 singles and doubles.
For the girls, there will be
competition in the 15 and 18
singles and doubles.
The entry fee for the junior
division will be three dollars
plus a can of tennis balls. The
doubles fee will be $2.50 per
person plus a can of tennis
balls.
Players who might be
seeded should include a
separate sheet of information
that can be used for the
purpose of seeding. Trophies
will be presented to the winner
and runnerup in each division.
All junior players should
report to the tourney
headquarters by 8 a.m. on
July 29. The headquarters V6111
be at Hillcrest Park.
Open singles and open
doubles will be the divisions
for play in the adult com-
petition.
Players should list their
doubles partner. The fee will
be four dollars for singles and
three dollars for each person
in the doubles.
As in the junior play, a
separate sheet of information
should be attached with the
entry blank of players who
think they could be seeded.
Adult singles play will begin
at 8 a.m. July 30.
All entries in both junior and
adult divisions must be post-
marked no later than 5 p.m.
Monday, July 25. For a copy of
the entry fee, contact Gregg
Jones at 2304 Covington
Meadows in Poplar Bluff, Mo.
The zip code is 63901. Jones





It took four innings of
overtime play to decide the
winner in the opening game of
the Junior Girls Softball
tournament Tuesday night.
The Reds finally topped the
Nats 24-19.
The Reds took an early lead
in the game but the Nats came
back with a nine-run fourth
inning. In the top of the sixth
the Reds picked up four runs
to tie the game. In the top 51
the ninth the Reds brought in
five more runs which the Nats
immediately matched. The
Reds picked up another five
runs in the top of the tenth. but
this time the Nats were unable
to reciprocate.
Pitching in the marathon
game for the Reds was Jenny
Lovins. Hitting was led ,by
Donna Rousse and Kim
Tharpe with five hits each.
The Nats' hitting was led by
Betsy Gore and Christine
Spann with six hits each
Yvette Foster had five hits
and Judy Outland had the only
home run of the game.
Tournament play tonight
will see the Reds against the.
Purple Flash at 5 P•lo
followed by the Aces against
• tiK •
championship while Mayfield
East would have to play three
games.
The misfortunate part about
Murray's drawing the bye was
the fact Mayfield East had
played Monday night and won
3-0 over Paducah, thus giving
Mayfield a game of tour-
nament experience under
their belts.
Murray got off to a shaky
start in the last of the first.
With one out, Murray
righthander David McMillen
walked Rodney Scarborough
then Shane Jackson, who had
pitched a no-hitter Monday in
the victory over Paducah,
knocked one down toward
second and Robert Stout
couldn't find the handle and
was charged with an error.
After cleanup hitter Steve playing at Ladies Day_ Tennis
Hancock fanned frif- -olit --at the Murray Country Club
number two, Ronnie Coleman
walked to fill the sacks. But
McMillen worked out of the
Jam, fanning sixth-place hitter
Kent Price on three suc-
cessive pitches.
There were only a couple of
balls in the entire contest hit in
the air.
One of those came in the
bottom of the second when
Rusty Pigg, who played for
Mayfield East last year in the
tourney, doubled into the gap
in leftcenter.
The first out in the second
inning was recorded when
first basement Kelly Calvin
made a good play on a hard
shot hit down toward the line
by Chuck Whitnell of Mayfield
East.
Calvin picked up the ball,
stepped on first and Pigg had
to hold at second. Ninth-placi
hitter Rod Reed then stroked'
one down toward third but the
throw by Murray third
baseman Tim Brown was high
and runners were on at first




The advanced group will be
Thursday.
Here are the pairings:
9 a.m., court one — Donna
Keller, Carolyn Bradshaw,
Lou Ann Philpot and Terry
Burke.
9 a.m., court two —
Georgianna Moffett, Lila
Lusk, Betty Hunter and
Sharon Wells.
9 a.m., court three — Lillie
Johnson, Rosemary Warner,
Kathy Burchfield and Sharon
Brown.
10 a.m., court four — Nancy
Walston, Pegg l Billington,
Shirley Boone and Agnes
Payne.
OTASCO
second in an attempt to draw a
wild throw from Murray
catcher Craig Darnell.
But Darnell played it safe,
flicking a throw off to the left
side of the bag to shortstop
Nicky Santagado who was
covering. That left men on at
second and third and one out.
David Edwards, the
Mayfield leadoff hitter, then
hit a pop fly toward the
middle. Murray second
baseman Robert Stout chased
the ball toward the bag but the
ball nicked off Stout's glove
and both runners trotted in
and Edwards wound up on
second. The next two men
fanned.
Murray's first hit of the
game came in the fourth when
Ronnie Bryan singled past
short but was left stranded.
But the first excitement for
Murray came in the third.
Mayfield first baseman
Shane Jackson watched the
ground ball roll off his arm
and pitcher Rodney
Scarborough charged over. He
picked the ball up and fired to
third base where Rusty Pigg
put the tag on Murray's Eddie
Burgess for the out. Burgess
had earlier walked and went
to second on a passed ball.
The only real threat Murray
had came in the fifth when
with two out, Kelly Calvin
walked. David McMillen
followed with a *ngle but the
rally ended when Calvin was
thrown out at third, trying to
advance on a passed ball.
jicMillen and Edwards both
,1M identical performances on
the mound. Both fanned seven
batters and gave up two
walks. The only difference
was Murray committed three
errors in the game and all
were costly. None of
Mayfield's errors hurt Ed-
wards.
Murray will be playing in
another tourney next week
At -7 p. m. Tuesday, the
Murray Little League All-
Stars will play against
Russellville in the Madison-
ville Invitational.
The Murray Little League
All-Star Second Team will













































.50 x 13 16.99 1.72
7.35 x 14 20.99 1 91
7 75 x 14 22.99 1.99
8 25 x 14 24 99 2:18
8 25 x 15 25.99 2.16
FRYE MOUNTING and ROTATION—
WHEEL BALANCING AVAILABLE
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National League Dominance Over AL Continues
By BRUCE LOW IT!'
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — "What
took you so long?" Jim
Palmer sighed ... and Billy
Martin could do nothing more
than give Baltimore's ace
pitcher a shrug and the hook.
Palmer wasn't out there all
that long Tuesday night, but it
must have seemed more like a
sentence than an honor. It
didn't take the National
League More than a few flicks
of the wrist to turn him and the
rest of the American League
into losers once again with a 7-
5 All-Star game triumph.
According to the box score,
Palmer lasted two full innings
of the carnage at Yankee
Stadium that gave the
gationals their sixth straight
victory and 14th in the last 15
of these midseason classics.
But officially he made it into
the third inning before Martin,
-the- manager of the New York
Yankees and the American
League stars; trudged to the
mound and mercifully
removed Palmer.
That was only moments
after Steve Garvey of Los
'Angeles unloaded a mammoth
home 'run into the Americn
League bullpen in left-center
field to give the Nationals a 5-0
lead ... which was two innings
after Philadelphia's Greg
Luzinski bashed a two-run
homer to right field to make it
4-0 in the first frame ... which
was a minute or two after
Dave Parker of Pittsburgh
and George Foster of
Cincinnati doubled for the
inning's second run ... which
was two batters after leadoff
batter Joe Morgan of
Cincinnati started it all with a
towering homer into the right
field seats.
Needless to say, the rest of
the game was almost
anticlimactic. Oh, the
Americans did make some
noises. Richie Zisk of the
Chicago White Sox (and a
National Leaguer until this
Year of the Free Agent)
doubled home two runs off
Cincinnati's Tom Seaver in
the sixth- inning, Willie
Randolph of thaYanks singled
for another run off him in the
seventh and George Scott hit a
two-run homer in the ninth.
That first-inning outburst, 
Parker's homer in the third
and what turned out to be a
game-winning two-run single
by San Diego's Dave Winfield
off Yankee reliever Sparky
Lyle made Don Sutton of Los
Angeles a winner of the game
and of the game's Most
Valuable Player Award.
Both he and Luzinski, who
punched his homer a little
deeper into those stands
beyond Reggie Jackson's
reach, said Palmer's inability
to get the curve ball working
was the deciding factor.
Seaver, making his first
appearance in New York since
being traded to Cincinnati by
the New York Mets barely a
month ago, received a
tumultuous ovation when he
was introduced, a thunderous
greeting far exceeding even
those for two of New York's
other superheroes, *Willie
Mays and Joe DiMaggio.
When someone wondered if
he was disappointed in the
way he pitched in his big
comeback appearance,
Seaver let loose with one of his
familiar cackles and said:
"What was wrong with the
way I pitched? Nobody got
hurt, did they?"
No.. .although .Seaver
himself nearly became a




Carew buzzed a pitch past
Seaver's hip for a leadoff
single in the sheik Randolph
sent another screamer back to
the mound. Seaver managed
to knock this down with his
glove and wrist. "I couldn't
get the first one and the
second one darn near killed
me," he joked.
Seaver was jihe pnly NL
pitcher roughed up by the
Americans. Sutton, San
Francisco's Gary Lavelle,
Chicago's Rick Reuschel and
Pittsburgh's Rich Gossage
each gave up one hit.
While Cleveland's Jim Kern
and Dennis Eckersley, Dave
LaRoche of California and
Boston's Bill Campbell all
silenced the Nationals,
Palmer (five hits and five
runs) and Lyle (three hits and
two runs) absorbed virtually
all the punishment the senior
circuit had to offer.
"Making the All-Star team
is a thrill, to put it simply,"
the Dodgers' ace right-hander
said after sae:Kelm the AL
bats on just one hit and
striking out four batters in his
three-inning starting stint.
"It's something you can't
control, being named a
meniber of the All-Star team.
I was overjoyed when it
happened.
"Then, when Sparky
(Anderson, the manager of the,,
world champion Reds and thty
National League stars) sent




For his part, Palmer was
the master of the
understatement. "I guess you
can say I didn't, pitch very
welt," he observed after the
five-run raking, the first time
he'd been scored upon
following eight shutout innings
of three-hit All-Star hurling.
Morgan, who started it all
with his homer about a half-
dozen rows into the right-field
seats, seemed to be saying it
wouldn't have mattered if Cy
Young himself had been out
there pitching for the
Americans.
Nicklaus Concentrating
On Mental Part Of Game
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
OAKVILLE, Ont. (AP) —
Jack Nicklaus, a disappointed
runner-up in his last two
starts, needs a little mental
adjustment coming into the
$225,000 Canadian Open Golf'
Championship.
"I'm really playing very
well. I've played well all year.
Right now, I just need to screw
my concentration down
tight," Nicklaus said, pressing
and twisting his thumb on a
table for emphasis.
-"Last week I made a double
bogey and didn't even get
mad.
"Now that's bad."
And it has cost him.
"Two weeks in a row I break
the record—two weeks in a
row I finish second," he
mused. In each of that last two
events, the British Open and
the Pleasant Valley Classic,
Nicklaus broke the
tournament record. And he
was beaten by one shot each
time, by Tom Watson in the
British Open, by Ray Floyd
, last week when Nicklaus
admitted to being in a
letdown.
But the letdown is over and
he has a couple of extra
inducements going for him in
the 68th Canadian national
championship. that begins
Thdrsday.
First, he designed the 7,129-
yard, par-72 Glen Abbey Golf
Club course, a permanent site
for this event and being played
this year for the first time.
Second, there is his history
in this event. It is one of the
few important titles he has not
won. His best showings have
been four second-place
finishes. "It's a national
championship and therefore
very important," he stressed.
A strong, international field,
headed by American tourists,
is arrayed against him in the
chase for the $45,000 first
prize.
Floyd and Bruce Lietzke,
each a two-tidle—Winner this
season, top the list that also
includes defending champion
Jerry Pate, Ben Crenshaw,
Lee Trevino, Al Geiberger,
Mark Hayes, Andy Bean and
Arnold Palmer.
Other American standouts
nclude Roger Maltbie, Miller
3arber, George Burns, .r.c.
Snead, Tom 'Kite and Lou
Graham.
George Knudson ranks as
VIIM-2I,51111•10.m...101
the outstanding Canadian.
South African Gary Player
and New Zealand's John
Lister both have played well in
recent American starts.
Others include England's




— West Germany* continued
its domination of the world
whitewater canoeing and
kayak championships on the
Lieser River near Spittal An
Der Drall, when its women
won the whitewater team







The First Annual Oaks
Junior Invitational Golf
Tournament will be held July
2s.
Play will begin at 9 a.m.
Entry fee for the tour-
nament will be eight dollars
and five places will be
awarded in each age group.
Lunch will be included in the
entry fee.
Play will be held for the
following age groups: nine
and under; 10-11; 12-13; 14-15;





Junior golf was held Mon-
day at the Oaks Country Club
with a total of 20 youngsters
participating.
For the girls, the winners
were: Shelly Caldwell, six and
under; Sherri Lamb, seven
and eight; Vicki Edwards,
nine and 10; and Glenda Fox,
.11-12.
For the boys, the winners
were: Jason Sammons, six
and under; Jay Thompson,
seven and eight; Jay Watson,
nine and 10; Brad Edwards, ir
and 12; and David Ryan, 13
and over.
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Local Swimmers Lose
Dual Meet At Hoptown
The Murray Swim Team fell
to 3-4 on the season with a 422-
282 loss at Hopkinsville
Tuesday. 4
Murray has just one meet
If..ft, that being at Madisonville
next Tuesday. The summer
swim season will conclude
with the swim team awards
program which will be held at
the pool July 28.
Charlotte Shroat remained
undefeated on the year as she
took first place in five in-
dividual events and par-
ticipated in two relay events
which were winners. She is in
the 12 and under division.
Robyn Ray took first place
in three individual events in
the girls' 15-18 division while
in the eight and under
division, Charla Walston won
two events and participated in
two winning relays.
The boys were able to
manage only four first-place
finishes on the day.




Sand under. 1 Liz Marquardt, Charla
Walston, Laura Farris and fluffy Fitts.
10 and under: 2. Em n Burke, Mel
Jackson, Leslie Franklin and Vonnie
Hays.
12 and under • 1 Charlotte Shroat,
Kate Shepard, Suzanne Pitman and Tif-
fany Taylor
14 and under 2. Kim McCoart,
Christine Grogan, Kathy Walston and
Mary Anne Duvall.
2. Emily Gore, Robyn Ray,
Susan Snyder and Leslie Hunter,
Freestyle
6 and under: 1. Megan Cappock.
Sand under: 1. Laura Farris, 2. Charts
Waisted.
10 and under: 3. Mel Jackson.
12 and under: I. Charlotte Shroat, 2.
Kate Shepard,
15-18. 3. Robyn Ray. .
Resksireke
10 and under • 2. Gretta Shepard
12 and under 1 Charlotte Shroat. 2.
Kate Shepard.
14 and under . 3. Kim McCoart.
15-18 1 Robyn Ray, 3. Leslie Hunter
ladIsidosi Mod*
8 and under: 1. Marla Walston. 2
Laura Farris, 3. Bufty Fars.
10 and under: 3. Erin Burke.
12 and under: 1. Charlotte Shroat.
14 and under: 2. Kim McCoart.
15-18. 1. Robyn Ray.
Breaststroke
8 and under: 1 Claris Walston, 2. Liz
Marquardt, 3:Stacy Barber.
10 and under: 3. Heidi Barrett.
12 and under: I. Charlotte Shroat, 3.
Suzanne Pitman.
14 and under: 2. Kathy Walston.
15-18: 3 Robyn Ray.
Illertterfly
Sand under 3 Laura Farris
Wand under 2 Leslie Franklin
12 and under. 1. Charlotte Stu-uat, 2
Kate Shepard, 3. Missy Conner.
14 and under 3. Kim McCuart.
15-18. 1. Robyn Ray, 3 Susan Snyder
Freestyle Relay
and under 1 Megan Cappock. Liz
Marquardt, Charts Walston and Laura
Farris. 3 Christi West, Dana Morton.
Huffy Fitts and Mary Sunrnans
10 and under 2 Leslie Franklin, Erin
Burke, Gretta Shepard and Mel Jackson.
12 and wider. 1_ Charlotte Shroat.
Missy Conner, Anne Schoenfeldt and
Kate Shepard.
14 and under: 2 Kim McCain, Mary
Anne Duvall, Kathy Walston and
Christine Grogan.
15-18 2. Robyn Ray, Susan Snyder,
Leslie Hunter and Erruly Gore
BOYS' RESULTS
Medley Relay
8 and under 2 Eriv Easley, Aaron
Barrett, Eric Abazoris and Tun Greer.
10 and under: 2. Rob Marquardt, Eric
Abazons, Chris Franklin and Jim
Whitlow
12 and under: 2. Chris Franklin. Rob
Marquardt, Tun Burchfield and Mike
Holloway
14 and under: 2. Mark Whiteford,
Mark Hussung, Kent Eversmeyer and
Andy Dunn.
15-18: 2. Mark Peebles. Clay Furches,
Ctup Furches and Rick McGee,
Freestyle
Band under 1. Tripp Nix.
8 and under 2, Eric Abar.ons,
Greer.
10 and under: 2. Rob Marquardt, 3
Chris Franklin.
14 and under 3 Mark Vihiteford.
15-111 2. Mark Peebles, 1. Clay Fur-
ches.
Illezistraite
Sand under: 1, Eric Ahazons
10 and under - 1. Rob Marquardt
12 and under 3. Mike Holloway
14 and under: 1 Kent F:versineyer
15-18 2 Clay Furches
liwavNisoi Medley
8 and un r S. Eric Abazons, 3. Tim
Greer
10 and under 3. Chris Franklin.
14 and under: 2. Mark Whiteford, 3.
Mark Hussung.
15-18 - 2. Clay Furches.
Breaststroke
8 and under: 3. Eric Easley
10 and under: 2. Chris Franklin
14 and under: 2. Mark Hussung. 3.
Mark Whiteford. ex%




Band under: 2. Eric Abazons
10 and under: 3. Rob Marquardt
12 and under 2. Mike Holloway.
14 and under. 2. Mark Whiteford, 3.
Mark Hussung
15-18 2 Rick McGee, 3. Alan Warner._
Freestyle Relay
8 and under. 2, Eric Easley, Woody
Callahan, Tim Greer and Eric Abazons.
10 and under: 1 Chris Frankhn, Rob
Marquardt, Eric Abazoris and Jim
Whitlow
12 and under: 2. Mike Holloway. Rob
Marquardt, Tim Burchfield and Chris
Franklin.
14 and under: 2. Mark Whiteford, Kent
Eversmeyer, Mark Hussung and Andy
Dunn.
15-18: 2. Rick McGee, Mark Peebles,
Clay Furches and Chip Furches
sports
Mainly Ledger it Times
Three-Minute Ovation
Tribute To Tom Seaver
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK (AP) - The
thundering, three-minute
ovation from more than 50,000
throats was music to the ears
of Tom Seaver, the prodigal
son who came home for just a
night.
The sound drowned out the
crackling bats of the rival
American Leaguers, who
almost turned the fairy tale
into disaster.
"It was beautiful," said the
million-dollar New York Mets
discard, basking in the
warmth of a 7-5 National
League All-Star victory in
which his greatest
contribution was for the other
side. "I really appreciated it.
The only thing I could do was
to stand there and enjoy it."
Baseball may be the great
o national pasttime but it writes
a lousy script. You don't have
to be out of Hollywood to know
that the story of the 48th
baseball All-Star game cou.
have had a mellower ending
for the handsome pitching
hero now of the Cincinnati
Reds, who is better known as
"Tom Teriffic."
Seaver pitched 10 years and
changed for the Mets, winning
more than 180 games,
capturing three Cy Young
Awards and establishing
himself as the recognized No.
1 pitcher in the game.
Then he crossed swords with
the Mets' management,
particularly Chairman of the
Board M. Donald Grant. An
ugly name-calling scene
ensued.
In June, he was dealt to the
Cincinnati Reds in a deal that
rocked the sport's delicate
foundations.
The 48th All-Star Game
marked hit iii;st appearance,
before a New York audience in
the redand white uniform of
'the !world champion Reds.
It was a strange sight. But
when the players were
introduced individually before
lUti TP-- Kline it
Yankee Stadium, the crowd
leaped to its feet and roared a
salute that lasted a full 150
seconds.
The salute was repeated
when Seaver was called to the
mound in the sixth inning to
defend a 5-0 National League
lead.
Here, indeed, were the
ingredients of raw drama. But
baseball is a game played with
hickory bats and bouncing
balls which refuse to follow a
written scenario.
Seaver came to the mound.
He wiped his brow. He
limbered up his strong right
arm. The crowd roared. This
was the time to respond to the
howling acclaim by
mowing'em down with his fast
one.
Rod Carew, first man up,
almost knocked Tom's head
off with a shat past the
pitcher's mound. Seaver
couldn't duck the next one, a
burner by Willie Randolph.
The ball bonnets!' off his right
hand but he recovered to get a
sore-fisted out. Fred Lynn
walked. Then Richie Zisk
lashed a double, 'scoring tthe
first two American League
runs.
The AL bombardment
continued in the seventh,
producing another run and
Seaver heaved a heavy sigh of
relief when Ron Fairly struck
out.
Until the American League
scored again in the ninth,
Seaver had given up the only
runs the ALers had salvaged
the last three years: three in
1975, one in 1976.
TENNIS
WASHINGTON - Two of
the top seeds, Stan Smith- and
Cliff Richey, were ousted in
the second day of the $125,000
Washington Star International
Tennis Tournament, which
already has lost several of its
top ranked players because of
ry.
ANOTHER ONE DOWN - Shortstop Ricky %Waged° of the
Murray Little League All-Stars fires toward first to retire a
batter after making the play.
Calvin Helps Pace Mets
To Pony League Crown
Four homeruns, 18 runs and 22 hits.
That's what the fans got treated to Tuesday night as the
Mets and Astros battled for the first half championship of the
Pony League.
The Mets had already won the second half title and they
were in no mood to lose Tuesday as they socked the Astros 11-
7. Had the Astros won, the two teams would have had to
played a best of three series to determine the league chain-
pion.
But since the Mets won the second half title and the win
over the Astros made the Mets the first half winner, then no
playoff will be necessary.
It was Kevin Calvin who supplied much of the offense for
the Mets.
lathe top of the second inning, the Diets got off to a 2-0 lead
as Mike Gough singled in a pair. Then in the third, Calvin
opened his show with a solo blast, making it a 3-0 lead. After
*im Wilson singled, Tim McAlister unlbaded a two-run
homer, making it 5-0. McAlister had three homeruns last
Friday and had nine on the year.
The Astros made it a 5-2 Met lead in the last of the fourth as
Joe Harmon and Terry Butler had run-scoring hits. Then in
the last of the fifth, after the Mets had scored once in the top
of the frame, the Astros posted five runs to take the lead at 7-
6.
Mark Denham's two-run homer was the key hit in the fifth
for the Astros.
The Mets went up with three in the sixth as Darwin Bum-
phis accounted for two of the runs with a single.. Men in the
seventh, the Mets iced the game as Calvin ripped his second
homer of the game, a two-run shot.
Three of the Mets' 11 hits came off the bat of Calvin ,while
Wilson, Bumphis and McAlister each had two. With one hit
were Richie Rollins, Mike Gough and Dan Key.
For the Astros, Mitch McClard had three hits while Kelly
Rogers and Joe Harmon had two. With one hit were Eddie
Requarth, Kirk Starks, Mark Denham and Terry Butler.
In the final regular season game Tuesday, the Phils won 7-5
over the Indians.
Robin Roberts got the win for the Phils.
The only homer of the game came in the fifth inning by
Bruce Taylor,. his fifth of the season.
For the Phils. Taylor had three hits while Tim Foster,
Robin Roberts, Eddie Rhodes, Keith Finney, Mark Mc-
Cuiston and Marty McCuiston all had one hit.
For the Indians, Charlie Santagado had three hits while
Robert Santagado, Mark Smith and Gary Utley had one hit
apiece.
Selection and announcement of the Pony League All-Stars
will be soon forthcoming.
American League Used
Wrong Game Plan Again
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (API - As
usual, the American League
had the wrong game plan.
"We thought that if we held
them close early we'd have a
good chance to win," said
Boston's Carlton Fisk, the
AL's starting catcher in
Tuesday night's All-Star
Game.
Either Fisk was calling for
the wrong pitches or starting
pitcher Jim Palmer of
Baltimore was throwing the
wrong ones. Cincinnati's Joe
Morgan, the game's first
hitter, lofted Palmer's sixth
pitch into Yankee Stadium's
right-field seats.




Foster doubled him home and
Philadelphia's Greg Luzinski
hit a two-run homer. Before
they ever came to bat, tge
American Leaguers were
behind 4-0.
"It was a little depressing,"
said Boston outfielder Fred
Lynn, "but we had a lot of
good players. We knew we
could come back and score
some runs."
Not enough, however.
Garvey made up for his
first-Inning strikeout with a
booming home run to lead off
the third that kayoed Palmer.
The AL didn't get started until
-a two-run double by Chicago's
Richie Zisk in the sixth. Willie
Randolph of New York singled
a run across in the seventh but
San Diego's Dave Winfield
deliverqd a two-run single in
ther NI. moth- that pro-v-g
decisive when Boston's
George Scott slammed a two-
run homer in the bottom of the
ninth.
The 7-5 triumph was the
National League's sixth in a
row and 14th in the last 15 All-
Star Games for a 29-18-1 lead
in the series. And they„never
really gave the American
League a chance to get
started.
"You'd like to be able to
manage, to do something,'
said AL pilot Billy Martin of
the New York Yankees, "but
after that first inning I didn't
have the opportunity. When
you're down 5-0 and their first
baseman plays well off the
bag with a fast runner on base
does that tell you something?
"Palmer was throwing well
but Jeff (batting practice
catcher Jeff Torborg said he
didn't have a good slider. We
thought he was going to be, all
right, but he hung two sliders
for home runs in the first
"Obviously you don't like t
get your club off to a ba
start," said Palmer, a three-
time Cy Young Award winne
who had not allowed a run i
eight previous innings of All
Star competition. "I wish
could have kept it closer I
pitched badly. Give credit if>
them, because I didn't make
very many good pitches.
"I can't blame the mounl
The homers by Morgan an
Luzinski were on high slider
They were just bad 'pitches.
wasn't the normal Ji
Palmer, was it"
No, but it was the norma
Americanorne Leaf Qt_tithuee... frustrat.
•
.4.774.; " -1:=1;•••••• •-•
America gets at...
A Good Deaf




NEW Yon (API - The
National League's mastery of
the Ameiican in All-Star
competition is no mystery to
Joe Morgan.
"We've got the better
players," said the second
baseman of the Cincinnati
Reds. -It's that simple."
Morgan made his point
perfettlyClear Tuesday night
by starting out the 48th All-
Star game with a home rim off
Jim Palmer. The bombarding
continued and didn't let up
until the Nationals had a 7-5
victory, their sixth straight
and 14th in the last 15 games.
"The score wasn't that
indicative of the closeness of
the game," said Morgan. -I
mean, one would think that a
7-5 game was close. But, they
never realty were in the game.
An error, a few hits here and
there and they finally ended
up 7-5. But they were playing
catch-up the whole game and
never really caught up."
Reflecting a view held by
many of the National
Leaguers, Morgan under-
scored the older league's top-
to-bottom superiority.
"our lineup is just
awesome," said Morgan.
"After me, I look up and down
the lineup and say, 'There's
just no way the American
League can beat us."
A quick start helped the
National Leaguers Tuesday
night. Traditionally, it has
been that way as far back as
Morgan can remember.
Along with Morgan, Greg
Luzinski and Steve Garvey
were mostly responsible for a
5-0 National League lead after
three innings. Luzinski, the
Philadelphia Phillies' bull-
shouldered outfielder, capped
a four-run first inning with a
two-run homer and Garvey of
Los Angeles hit a solo homer
in the third. Both came off
Palmer, considered by many
to be the American League's
best pitcher.
When the Baltimore ace did
manage to locate his pitches
where he wanted them,
Luzinski and Garvey launched
them over the fences.
Luzinski's homer was an
electric shock to the American
League-oriented crowd of
56,683, but an electric charge
to the Philadelphia outfielder.
It was his first at Yankee
Stadium, a historic paraohe
reveres.
Called lip
MILWAUKEE ( AP ) - The
Milwaukee Brewers called up
second baseman Lenn Sakata
Tuesday from their Spokane
farm team of the Pacific Coast
League.
Sakata, batting .309 at
Spokane with 73 runs batted
in, is to join the Brewers for a
twinight doubleheader







A78-13 Or 878-13 blackwall plus $1.73 or




(1) Tough fiberglass belts
for strength
(2) Resilient polyester cord
body for ride
(3) Goodyear quality for
dependability you can count on






























Additional Sizes Sale Priced
S
SPECIAL SALE
Save On Tires for Vans
and Campers-Thursday,
Friday & Saturday
6 20 x 1 5 TT
Load Range C
Pius $241 FE T
And old tire
ISIS CHICJI - if we sett out of your size we yviii























88 Additional parts extra
if needed
2-Wheel Front Disc: Install new front disc brake pads • Repac,
and inspect front wheel bearings • Inspect calipers, hydraulic
System and rotors (does not include rear wheels)
OR
4-Whool Drum-type: Install new brake linings all four wheels
• Repack front wheel bearings • Inspect drums and brake





YOu pay only once' FREE rebal-
ancing. if needed. at Goodyear
Store doing the original balanc•
ins.
'for The life of the tread bai,
anced, as tong as tire is not
dismounted from wheel
Goodyear RevolvingJust Say 'Charge Ir`' Charge Account
ruse any of these
other ways to buy
ash • Our Own
ustomer Credit Plan t
• Master Charge AVIEr:
• BankAmericard •
• American Express
One)' Card • Carte
Blanche • Diners Club
GefleArrall
tog:4;C
Lube & Oil Change
$588 Up to 5 qts of majorbrand 10/30 grade oil
• Complete chassis lubrication and oil change • Helps
ensure long wearing .parts and smooth, quiet perfor-
mance • Includes light trucks
Ask for our Free Battery Power Check
Front-End Alignment
$1388
U.S. made 'cars -
parts extra if needed
Excludes front-
wheel drive cars
. Complete analysis and alignment correction - to in-
crease tire mileage and improve steering • Precision
equipment, used by experienced mechanics, helps en-
sure a precision alignment.
DAE4111
#4- 014 ,
See Your Independent Dealer for His
Price and Credit Terms Prices As Shown
At Goodyear Service Stores in All Com-
munities Served By This Newspaper Ser-
vices Not Available At Starred locations
Mgr. R. Cartwright
721 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
• GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
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ROGERS AT CUMBERLAND WORKSHOP—Carl
Rogers, head of the voice department at Murray State
University, was one of the musicians performing and
teaching at the recent Applachian Church Musk
Workshop at Cumberland College. The workshop,
designed for ministers of music searching for innonativg
ideas to use within the church music program and for
the part-time music volunteer needing help in learning
to work with choirs in sight reading and conducting, was
attended by singers and conductorS from throughout
Kentucky and Tennessee.
(Cumberland College Ptiotol
Oil Moving Again On
Troubled Alaska Pipeline
DEADHORSZ, Alaska ( AP)
is moving again in the
• trouble-plagued Alaska
pipeline after the third
shutdown in 16 days. As in the
other stoppages, officials
blamed --human error."
Repair Crews drove a
wooden wedge into a 1/2-inch
vent fitting on a valve
Tuesday evening to plug a
teak  canserr-when a truck
rammed into a section of the
800-mile line. The Interior
Department said that more
than 200 barrels — 8,400
gallons — had sprayed from
the line and cleanup crews
were collecting as much of the
spilled fuel as possible.
Alyeska Pipeline Service
Co. refused to allow reporters
to visit the scene 23 miles
south of Prudhoe Bay. But
from a plane flying over the
site, it looked like a black and
brown fan had spread over
about seven acres of tundra.
Some oil had reached two
nearby lakes, but it was not
possible from the air to judge,
how serious the pollution was.
Oil in the pipeline started
_ movin_g again at. 2:11 EDT,
: • three hours after the repairs
were made. An Interior
spokesman said the agency
did not "require any special
approval" before flow was
restarted.
Less than 24 hours earlier,
the Interior Department had
given Alyeska permission to
restart the $7.7 Billion pipeline
following a 10-day shutdown.
That had been caused by an
explosion that destroyed
Pump Station No. 8, and
Interior blamed "human
error."
The leak was reported at
5:55 p.m. EDT. The truck, a
front loader, was helping to
bury the valve, which like
others ,along the line was
uncovered for the June
startup to make it more
accessible.
It was the second time in
less than a month that a truck
had hit a section of the line.
The earlier incident involved a
section of pipeline with no oil
in it.
Edward Patton, Alyeska
chief executive officer, said
the truck Knocked off &ism-I--
vent on a valve. An Interior
spokesman said the line was
shut down immediately, but
oil already in the pipe sprayed
out until the pressure was
relieved.
An Alyeska spokeswoman
said the 48-inch line was not
damaged and the damaged
valve fitting was replaced five
hours after the leak was
reported.
Early _ Tuesday, several
hours after the pipeline had
restarted, an oil well pumping
station at Prudhoe Bay — one
of four that feed the pipeline —
was closed because of a leak of
40 to 50 barrels, some 2,100
gallons.
This did not affect the
pipeline flow.- The -oil had
reached mile 526 by 2:30 p.m.
EDT Tuesday: That meant the
" oil had traveled only about
eight miles in more than 15
hours, indicating a flow rate of
about half-a-mile an hour.
Before the explosion, the oil
had been moving at 1.4 miles
per hour.
The explosion occurred four
days after the first shutdown
of the line. That occurred on
July 4 when workers
inadvertently introduced
frigid nitrogen into the line,
causing cracks in an "L"
shaped pipe near Pump 8. This
incident shut the line down for
21/2 days and Was attributed to
human error.
NG—Max Hurt, Chairman of the Calloway
Co riff Library Board, talks with Gov. Julian Carroll at a
recent meeting of the Governor's Advisory Council for
library and Archives held in Frankfort The Council
-thembers were the guests of the Governor for breakfast
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10 Lb. Bag Red
POTATOES
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
General Mills
Potato Buds
16 or Box 694
Expires 7 26 77
Good Nit S'oity s
COUPON
Limit I Per Family
Maxwell House
Coffee
I lb Bog $369
Fwptres /-76 77
























U.S. D.A. Choice Center-Cut





Expires / 2o 77





















































Ernge 1 lb. Pkgs.
Bologna
. Clifty Forms Whole
Country Ham
COUPON














jLimit 1 Per Customer With 7.50 Add. Put
Es ciudirig Tabz.Lco & Dairy Products.
Every Day Low Shelf Prices
Gt. Size






















































































RESTORATION—Mary Samples of the Division of,
chives and Records places pages of a book in a solutidli
that removes acid. The step is one in a process et.
restoring books.
Restoration Of Books One Of
Functions Of State Division
There is more to restoring
old books and records than
putting on new book 14dings,
according to Maty Mnples,
supervisor of the records
restoration laboratory in the
Division of Archives and
Records, Kentucky Depart-
ment of State Library and
Archives.
The restoration of books and
documents is one of several
functions performed by the
division.
"The complete restoration
of a book is a tedious task,"
said Samples. The first step in
the process is cutting the book
down. She explained that this
involves taking the binding off
and cleaning the pages, .
usually with waNpaper
cleaner. Extra precaution is
used when the pages are taped
together or tape is used to hold
one page to another. All the"v
tape must be removed before
. the next step.
Each page is placed bet-
ween two wire screens, then
put into a liquid solution that
removes acid from the paper.
"It is the acid that causes
deterioration," said Samples.
Prior to' placing the
documents in a chemical
solutionto stop the acidity, the
doctunts are tested with a
chemical to make sure the ink
in the document -v7111 not run
and ruin the document.
After soaking in the solution
for 20 to 40 minutes, the page
is dried and pressed. Samples
said each page is sandwiched
between tissue and aconit
top and acetate and on
the bottom. Then each ' gels
run through the laminator
which preserves the page
indefinitely.
When all pages have
completed this process. they
are sent in chronological order
to the bog' binder for a new
cover. 7 , , it
"However, not-all-books or
documents ye receive need to
go through the complete
restoration process," ex-
plained Samples. "Someimly
need cleaning, while other;'
need to be laminated.. Only
those that are going to be
handled a lot are laminated."
Samples said there are
books that do present her and
the skiff with some problems.
Some books have pages' made
from unusual materials, dr the
tape used to hold the 'pages
together contains an unknown
substance. This is a pfpblem
in the restoring procesakidad a
challenge to us to find a way to
restore it without damaging
the document," she said. "We
Contact other places t do
this kind of work to seetbey
have run into this particular
type of paper qE tape, but the
detective workean take some
time." .•
Carter, Begin Disagree
On Timing Of Withdraw*,
WASHINGTON (AP) — Golan Heights and the4illit*
Prime Minister Menahem would be made 4:44
Begin is proposing Israeli conditions providing . .
withdrawals on two fronts in .security against Arab aMsAL
his formula ,aimed at C Israeli state televisiop, Add
resuming Middle East peace Begin also was to teffttalKar
talks, but he and President that Israel is read for
Carter appear to disagree on ArabsMdir e c ta peaces  o:
ctilontkciscwWIL 
the
how fast to pi-ixeed.
Begin and Carter ended diiect Geneva;
their first day of talks nebtiations.
Tuesday with a dinner at Egypt quickly rejec
which they toasted each other idea. The semi-o
left the impression that Carter 
newspaper Al Ahramwith effusive praise. But they
Egyptian Foreign
is determined 'to make Ismail Fahey as ca
progress toward a Middle 
East settlement this year , 
concept "an Israeli a
while Begin wants a slower 
hinder peace." 
At Tuesday's state
approach. 'Carter told guests "them of.
Shortly after his arrival way to postpone any kallikt1
here, Begin gave Carter a the issues requirin
written proposal calling 'setilement. He said
for reconvening talks among this year is going to req
Israel, Egypt, Syria and great deal of courage." •"
Jordan without preconditions, Begin has said hewill
with the main work to be. a peace conference in
handled by binational sub- -if the Arabi agree,• committees, sources said. Israeli tendAcy appar
The sources said there is no to draw out the
place in Begin's plan for, exchange ofiland for
--Palestinian Liberation order to test Arab inte
Organization representation So, in replying to
at the peace talks. Begin stressed that ur
Begin . left the proposal for recognizes the urgent n
Carter to study after their first a settlement, "there m
meeting. The Israeli leader some patience.A
called the propels! "a plan for Begin indicatli that
the framework of the not see the territorial qu
peacemaking process" and as the key to a solution,
White House spokesman Jody that for 19 years bet
Powell called it "forward crture of the Arab la
looking and worthy of tff'e 1967 war. "there
consideration" by the Arabs. peace." Therefore, he
The sources said Begin is was "an historical conee
willing to trade large parts of thet began when the firsts's* - -
the Golan Heights- aad Sinai came .te Palestine to buil& a
Desert for peace with Syria4 state and met with Mail
and Egypt, but opposes hostility. lh •
Withdrawal from t1WsKTUptcl Begin broughthtl propel.*
West Bank' orir Jordan, 41 Washington •
offering instead give the unanimous cabinet aillkoiral
zone's600,000 Arabs autonomy in a move aimed at seizing OK'
and tighter links with initiative and confo
Wneighboring Jordan. critics ho all
..; -
•
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Register each time you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week
This Week's
Winner:
*Nothing to Buy •No Cards To Punch *All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 11:00, p. m. New Contest Starts libersiay -
Morning.
.Employees of Porkers and their Families not eligible to irk. • .Adults
























Mess Good Than., July 21, Stir, Wed., July 27, 1277
























































Totino's Cheese, Hamburger, Sausage, Pepperoni
Pizza 1 3 oz. 79







20 oz. bog 494
,, oz. 59"
16 ox. bag 594
-1 Your Choice
ion. 6 bottle carton




Good Only at Porker's
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Fair Winners Listed
The following exhibit winners in the
Women's Division of the Calloway Coun-
ty Fair have been announced by fair of-
ficials names of the wmners are
followed by the ribbon awarded, blue for




WHOLE WHEAT MUFFINS — Lorene
Wilson, Murray, blue; Alma Cooper,
litiwfield, red and white.
BISCUITS — Lorene Wilson, Murray,
blue; Alma Cooper, Mayfield, red and
white.
CORNMEAL MUFFINS — Marlene
Beech, Murray, blue; Lorene Wilson,
Murray, red; Oina Darnell, Farnunglon,
white.
HOMEMADE ROLLS — Lorene
Wilson, Murray, blue; Alma Cooper,
Mayfield, red and white.
CORN LIGHTBREAD — Lorene
Wilson, blue; Alma Cooper, Mayfield,
red.
LOAF CAKE — Lorene Wilson,
Murray, blue; Tempest Paschall,
Murray, red.
COFFEE CAKE — Lorene Wilson,
Murray, blue; Alma Cooper, Mayfield,
red.
BUTTER CAKE — Lorene Wilson,
Murray, blue.
SPONGE CAKE — Tempest Paschall,
Murray, blue; Lorene Wilson, Murray,
red; Alrno Cooper, Mayfield, white
BEST CANDY — Lorene Wilson,
MIKT&Y.hlue and red.
ANGEL FOOD CAKE — Lorene
Wilson, Murray, one; Alma Cooper,
Mayfield, red.
POUND CAKE — Alma Cooper.
Mayfield, blue; Treva Washer, Murray,
red; Tempest Paschall, Murray, white.
CUP CAKES — Lorene Wilson,
Murray, blue; Alma Cooper, Mayfield.
red; Marlene Beach. Murray, white.
GELATIN CAKE — Lorene Wilson,




APPLE JELLY it- Brame Young,
Murray, blue; Brenda Wyatt, Murray,
red; Tempest Paschall, Murray, white.
BLACKBERRY JELLY — Brenda
Wyatt, Murray, blue; Tempest Paschall,
Murray, red and white.
OTHERTJELLY — TeMpest Paschall,
Murray, blue and el Alma Cooper,
Mayfield, red.
GRAPE JUICE _Brenda Wyatt,
Murray; blue; Alma Cooper, Mayfield,
red; Tempest Paschall, Murray, white.
PEACH PRESERVES — Tempest
Pasduill, Murray, blue; Brenda Wyatt,
Murray, red,
STRAWBERRY PRESERVES —
Tempest Paschall, Murray, blue.
OTIER PRESERVES — Bronzie
Young, Murray, blue; Brenda Wyatt,
Murray, red; Tempest Paschall,
Murray, white.
. FRUIT MARMALADE — Oina Dar-
nall, Farmington, blue.
FRUIT JAM — Brenda Wyatt,
Murray, blue; Bronzie Yang, Murray,
red; Oina Darnell, Farmington, white.
HONEY — Herman Darnall, Fmk-
mington, blue and red.
BLACKBERRIES (Qt.) — Otna Dar-
nell, Farmington, blue.
PEACHES (Qt. ) — Tempest Paschall,
Murray, blue; Alma Cooper, Mayfield,
red and white.
CHERRIES (Qt.) -- Tempest
Paechall, Murray, blue.
PEARS (Qt. — Tempest Paschall,
Murray, blue and red.
PLUMS (Qt. ) —Oina Darnell, Far-
mington, blue; Alma Cooper, Mayfield,
red and white.
TOMATOES-IN-JUICE Qt.) — Tem-
pest Paschall, Murray, blue; Alma
Cooper, Mayfield, red and white.
STRING BEANS (Qt.) — Oina Dam-
son, Farmington, blue; Bess Crimean,
Murray, red; Kathy Black, Murray,
white.
TOMATO JUICE (Qt. ) — Tempest
Paschall, Murray, blue; Brenda Wyatt
Murray, red and white. ,
GREENS (Pt.) — Alma Cooper,
Mayfield, blue.
ENGLISH PEAS Pt. — Alma
Cooper, Mayfield, blue and red.
SUMMER PEAS (Pt.) — Alma
Cooper, Mayfield, blue; Brenda Wyatt,
Murray, red; Oina Darnell, Farmington,
white.
BEETS (Pt.) — Tempest Paschall,
Murray, blue; Brenda Wyatt, Murray,
red; &ante Yang, Murray, white.
LIMA BEANS (Pt.) — Alma Cooper,
Mayfield, blue; Shirley Parrish,
Murray, red.
SQUASH ( Pt. ) — Alma Cooper,
Mayfield, blue; Brown Yang. Murray,
red; Brenda Wyatt, Murray, white.
CARROTS (Pt.) — Alma Cooper,
Mayfield. blue and red.
SOUP MIXTURE (Pt.) — T
Paschall, Murray, blue and red=
Darnell, Farmington, white.
SWEET CUCUMBER PICKLES (Pt.)
— Alma Cooper, Mayfield, blue; Bronne
Young, Murray, red; Brenda Wyatt.,
Murray, white.
SOUR CUCUMBER PICKLES (Pt. ) —
Oina Darnell, Farmington, blue; Alma
Cooper, Mayfield, red; Irene Mitchuson,
Dexter, white.
VEGETABLE RELISH (Pt.) — Bren-
da Wyatt, Murray, blue; Bronsie Young,
Murray, red; Oina Darnell, Farmington.
white.
YELLOW CORN )Pt( — Brenda
Wyatt, Murray, blue and red
annum
a—
LADY'S PANTSUIT— Gledys Yoimg,
Alm*, blue; Marjorie Grady, Murray,
red; Glenda Wilson, Murray, white.
PRACTICAL KITCHEN APRON —
Tempest Paschall, Murray, blue; Oina
Darnell, Farmington, red; Bess Gingles,
Murray, white.
CASUAL DRESS — Mar)orie Grady,
Murray, blue and white; Brooksie Mad-
dox, Hazel, red.
DRESS-UP DRESS — Marjorie
Grady, Murray, blue and white;
Brooksie Maddox, Hazel, red.
SEMI-TAILORED GARMENT —
Marjorie Grady, Murray, blue and
%Ohne; Brooksie Maddox, Hazel, red.
GIRL'S DRESS — Marjorie Grady,
Murray, blue and white; Glenda Wilson,
Murray, red.
BOY'S SUIT — Glenda Wilson,
Murray, blue and red.
WEEKDID WARDROBE — Olna
Darnell, Farmington, blue; Marjorie
Grady, Murray, red; Lola Key, Murray.
white.
4 CHE0r TED BABY SET — Alma.  Mayfield, blue and red; Mable
Fuqua, Mayfield, white.
MAN'S TIE — Cana Brooks, Far-
mington, blue and red.
BEST BAG) Leather or fabric) (Ana
Darnell, Farmington, blue; Brooksie
Maddox, Hazel, red; Barbara Frank,
Murray, white.
PATCHWORK GARMENT —
Brooks* Maddox, Hazel, blue; Cana





Mable Fuqua, Mayfield, red; Caul Dar-
nell, Farmington, white.
QUILT (Modern Patchwork) —
Brooksie Maddox, Hazel, blue; Tempest
Paschall, Murray, red; Barbers Frank,
Mayfteld, white.
COTTON QUILT (Modern APPOOve
— Verona Grogan, Murray. blue.
CROSS STITCH QUILT — Margaret
Janes, Murray, blue; Treva Washer,
Murray,-red.
ANTIQUE QUILT — EUie Jones,
Murray, blue; Oina Darnell, Far-
Mington, red; Barbara Frank. Mayfield,
white.
PILLOW CASES — Tempest Paechall,




PILLOW CASES (Lace Trim) — Oina
Darden, Farmington, blue; Tempest
Paschall, Murray, red and white.
PILLOW CASES (Drawn Work) —
Oina Darnell. Farmington. blue: Minnie
Belle Shrader, Murray, red and white
TABLECLOTH — Tempest Paschall,
Mirray, biue and red; tena Damen.
Farinn, white
CROCHETED RUG — Otna Darnell,
Farmington, blue; Mable Fuqua,
Mayfield, red and white
SOFA PILLOW — Oma Darnell, Far-
mington, blue; Minnie Belle &wader,
Murray, red; Mable Fuqua, Mayfield,
white.
CREWEL EMBROIDERY PILLOW
— Margaret Jones, Murray, blue; Bess
Gingles, Murray, red, Verona Grogan.
Murray, white.
QUILTED PILLOW — Malik Fuqua,
Mayfield, red and white.
DIVISION G
All
INK DRAWING John Keutzman,
Murray,lue and red.Fit
MING PICTURE FRAME —
)(table Fuqua, Mayfield. blue.
PABIVIViG (011) — John Kautzman,
Murray, blue and red.
SELECTED PICTURE IN SIMPLE
FRAME — Oina Darnell, Farmington,
blue; John ICautzman, Murray, red;
Mrs. Lila King, Murrav. white.
SELECTED PICTURE IN ANTIQUE
FRAME — John Kauffman, Murray,
blue- Oina Darnell, Farmington, red;
Mable Fuqua, Mayfield, white.
ANTIQUE PAINTED PICTURE
FRAME — Ow Darnell, Farmington,
blue; Marlene Beach, Murray, red;
Mable Fuqua, Mayfield, white.
ANTIQUE PAINTED FURNITURE
- Oina Darnell, Farmington, blue;
Marlene Beach, Murray, red; Tracy
Beach, Murray, white.
CREWEL EMBROIDERY PICTURE
— Margaret Janes, Murray, blue and
red; Verona Grogan, Murray, white.
TEXTILE P (Non-woven) —
Medic Vaughn, Murray, blue; Alms
Cooper, Mayfield, red; Verona Grogan,
Murray, white.
TEXTILE PAINTING (Velvet) —
Lola King, Murray, blue; Medic
Vaughn, Murray, red; Shirley Parrish,
Murray, white.
CERAMIC — Oina Darnell, Ear-
mington, blue; Mary Ann Jones,
Murray, red; Margaret Jones, Murray,
white.
STRING ART — Trisha Clark,
Murray, blue; Mable Fuqua. Mayfield,
red
PINE CONE DECORATIONS — Oina
Darnell, Farmington, blue; Madie
Vaughn, Murray, red.
DRY FLOWER PICTURES — Madie
Vaughn, Murray, blue; ?Amble Fuqua,.
Mayfield, red; Alma Cooper, Mayfield,
white.
QUILLING PICTURE — Lois Ruiz,
Murray, blue and white; bitable Fuqua,
Mayfield, red.
BUTTON PICTURE — Alma Cooper,
Mayfield, blue; Stable Fuqua, Mayfield.
red; Oina Darnell, Farmington, Mite.
SAFETY-PIN JEWELRY — Mable
Fuqua, Mayfield, blue and red; Barbara
Frank, Murray, white.
CHRISTMAS TREE SKIRT —
Marlene Beach, Murray, blue; Mable
Fuqua, Mayfield, red.'
BELL PULLS — Oina Darnell, Far-
rairtefon, blue.
PLASTER CRAFT -,- Mable Fuqua,
Mayfield, blue; Alma Cooper, Mayfield,
red; Lola Key, Murray, white.
SAND SCULPTURE — Barbara
Frank, Murray, blue; Carla Beach,
Murray, red; Trisha Clark, Murray,
white.




TEA POT with art. &ming- —
Lorene Wilson, Murray, blue; Nimble
Fuqua, Mayfield, red.
BOTTLE ( with art. flowers ) — Tem-
pest Paschall, Murray, blue; Lorene
Wilson, Murray, red; Malik Fuqua,
Mayfield, white.
ARTIFICIAL ROSES — Lorene
Murray. blue and Mute, Tem-
pest Paschall. Murray, red.
ARRANGEMENT WITH DRIF-
TWOOD — Oise Darnell, Farmington.
blue: Mable Fuqua, Maytieki, red.
FRUIT AND FLOWERS ( artificial --
Lorene Wilson. Murray, blue; 011111 Dar-
nell, Farmington, red; Mable Fuqua.
Mayfield, white.
ARRANGEMENT IN FRAME ar-
tificial) — Mable Fuqua, Mayfield, blue.
Marlene Beach, Murray, red
PAPER ARRANGEMENTS — Stable
Fuqua, Mayfield, white.
FLOWER ARRANGEMENT WITH
THREAD — Maisie Fugue, Mayfield,
blue; Oina Darnell, Farmington, red and
white.
BURLAP ARRANGEMENT — Ouni
Darnell, Farmington, red; Barbara
Frank, Murray, white.
BEAD FLOWER ARRANGEMENT —
Malik Flume, Mayfield, red and white.
DRIED ARRANGEMENT — Cline
Darnell. Farmington, blue and red,
latrine Wilson, white. ,
DOIAM FLOWER ARRANGEMENT
Glenda Wilson. Murray, blue, Alma
fAceer Mayfield, red
Seminar Slated
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Genealogical
Society has scheduled a
seminar in Frankfort on Aug.
13 to trace the movement in
the Virginia Valley between
1775 and 1830.
State Gets Program Grant
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky has received a




administrator in the Atlanta
office of the Federal Energy
Administration, presented th
mony to Gov. Julian Carroll on
Monday.
The grant covers the period
ending Dec. 31 and will go with
$250,000 in state funds.
The plan seeks to achieve an
energy saving of 6.2 per cent
to 6.8 per cent by 1980. ,
The state Department of
Energy, which prepared the
state version with the aid of
other state agencies, hopes to
get federal aid of about $1
million for each of the next









curriculum for schools, plus
agricultural and residential
projects.
What America wants America gets at Goodyear
DIVISION
Itridereft
BARGELLO — Mable Fuqua,
Mayfield, blue.
CROCHET PONCHO — Mable Fuqua,
Mayfield, blue; Alma Cooper, Mayfield,
red.
KNITTED AFGHAN — Stable Fuqua,
Mayfield, blue
CROCHET SHAWL — Mable Fuqua,
Mayfield, blue; Olna Darnell, Far-
mington. red; Alma Cooper, Mayfield,
white
CROCHET STOLE — Mable Fuqua,
Mayfield, blue_ .
KNITTED WOOL 'STOLE — !gable
Fuqua, Mayfield, blue; Brookaie Mad-
dox, Hazel, red.
MACRAME 4Wallhanging — Oina
Darnell, Farmington, blue; Barbara
Frank, Murray, red and white.
MACRAME (Pot hanger) — Lots Rutz,
Murray, blue; Glenda 'Mace, Murray,
red; Barbera Frank. Murray, white.
MACRAME (Purse) — Barbara
Frank, Murray, blue; Carla Beach,
Mirray, red.
CROCHET AFGHAN — Bess Ginales.
Murray, blue and red; Almie Cooper,
Mayfield, white.
KNITTED SWEATERS — Mable
Fuqua. Mayfield,eiicl,blue.
ARTICLES — Oina
Darnell, Farmington, blue; Margaret
Jones, Murray, red; Tempest Paschall,
Murray, white.
CROCHET JEWELRY — Gladys
Young, Almo, blue; Barbara Frank,
Murray, red and white.
HONG KONG STOOLS — Oina Dar-
nell, Farmington, blue; Mess Gingles„
Murray, red and white.
NEEDLEPOINT— Oina Darnell, Far-
mington, blue and white; Mable Fuqua,
Mayfield, red.
wit, BAG — Cana Darnell, Far-
mington, blue; Margaret Jones,
Murray. red; Kathy Black, Murray,
white.
DECOUPAGE PICTURE — Malik
Fuqua, Mayfield, blue; Oina Darnell,
Farmington, red: Tracy Beach, Murray,
white.
CANDLE HOLDERS — Mable Fuqua,
Mayfield, blue; Oina Darnell, Far-
mington, red; Barbara Frank, Murray.
white.
YARDSTICK HOLDER — Mable
Fuqua, Mayfield, blue; Verona Grogan,
Murray, red; Barbara Frank,- Murray,
white.
YARN PICTURES — Oina Darnell,
Farmington, blue; Mable Fuqua.
Mayfield, red; Barbara Frank, Murray,
white.
SHRINK ART PLAQUES — Verona
Grogan, Murray, blue and red.
DIVHION I
Rower Arrasigeineirts
GLADIOLI — Lorene Wilson, Murray,
blue: Nimble Fuqua, Hayfield, red;
Francis Stokes, Mayfield, white.
ROSES — Tempest Paschall, Murray.
blue.
SUMMER .MUMS Tempest
Paschall, Murray, blue and white;
Made Vaughn, Murray. red.
ZINNIAS — Tempest Paschall,
Murray, blue; Mable Fuqua, Mayfield,
red: Jane Prifts,Kirksey,
MARIGOLDS — Madie Vaughn,
Murray, blue; Tempest Paschall,
Murray, red.
OLD FASHIONED FLOWERS —
Frances Stokes, Mayfield, blue
DINNER TABLE — Mabk Fuqua,
Mayfield, blue and red.
ALL FOLIAGE — Mable Fuqua,
Mayfield, blue; Lorene Wilson, Murray,
red; Made Vaughn, Murray. white.
MOST UNUSUAL — Oina Darnell.
Farmington, blue; Brooksie Maddox,
Hazel, red; Mable Fuqua, Mayfield,
white.
AFRICAN VIOLETS — Lorene
Wilson, Murray, blue.
NON-FLOWERING HOUSE PLANT
— Alms Cooper, Mayfield, blue and red;
Lorene Wilson, Murray, white.
HYBRID ROSE (in cola bottle > —
Jamie Potts, ICirksey, blue; Lorene
Wilson, Murray, red; Evelyn Palmer,
Murray, white.
1 DIFFERENT ROSES I in cola bottle)
— John Mark Potts, Kirksey, blue:
David Potts, Kirkaey. red; Teripest
Paschall, Murray,  white.
FLOWERING SHRUB ( in cola bottle
(Akin Potts, Mayfield, blue; Brenda
Wyatt, Murray, red; Tempest Paschall,
Murray, white.
MINIATURE ARRANGEMENT 5-
inch and under ) — Media Vaughn,
Murray. blue; Tempest ,Paschall.
Murray, red and white
MUM (white, yellow and lavender in
coils bottle) — Frances Stokes, Mayfield,
Moe; blishIle Fuqua. Mayfield, red and




• Porta Colore chassis for bright. sharp picture
• GE's in-line picture tube system











• 100% solid state Chisels

















• Manual selection of








drum means no snags
• Up-lion) lint tAlter,















• Separate *tort switch
• Large tont trap
$20888
GE MICROWAVE OVEN
• Cook by time or temperature with
Automatic Chef
• Theis power







































• OTreclt tape payer
• Clear, rich, natural
Stan. tound
IDUNCILIIC"
AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER WITH
e-TRACK TAPE PLAYER AND WIDE
RANGE SPAKERS
T02, =1--- - . .(.41
rear, AL JL. •
$999°








04.1 eon FY ,Stereo
endocater 110.1
• 5 FC It, betFar FM reCeatten
/0.••• tuit-rana• alseakran feature ,..11,4V, -V11,1





• Famous Filter-Flo System recirculates wash
and rinse water
• Automatic cold water cooldown for
Permanent Press
.--Batanced-load control 
• Three water level selections
• Two wash and spin speed selections
7888
GE 15.6 Cu. Ft. No-Frost
Refrigerator-Freezer
with optional ice maker
Ice-Maker
now /2  price
SAVEVIO!
• 4.30 Cu. ft. freezer
• Two ice 'n easy trays
• Power Saver switch can help reduce
cost of operation
• See-thru crispers and adjustable
meat keeper
• 3 adjustable shelves
$45888
Mode 55'0
Enjoy your CREDIT POWER" at Goodyear
GOODYEAR REVOLVING CHARGE
4D -FlexibW Pay Schedule
• Monthly Statement
• Customer Identification ''CAR CARD"









GOODYEAR INSTALLMENT PAY PLAN
• Longer terms than available on our
Revolving Charge
• Monthly Statement



















• I .s poso,onNa' tug
Pie ght atliugtment
• Power-driven beater




It must be right or we make it riaht







Store Hours: 1:30 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. Daily - Open Friday imp 1:00 p.m.
721 So. 12th St. Murray, Ky.
753-0595
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• NA.
An interim joint sub-
committee on Traffic Safety
recently heard testimony
; advocating legislation to




imony AdvocatesUse Of Moped Cycle
gallon of gasoline and is ideal
for running errands in town.
"This is just a short-haul
machine; it's not made for
highway use," Williams said.




distributor, told the sub-
committee that the motorized
bikes could help ease energy
problems by lowering gas
consumption, pollution, and
traffic conbestipn. Kamerer
noted that mopeds could also
help ease parking problems,
because 20 mopeds can park in
one parking space.
Kentucky State Police U.
Ernest Bivens recommended
that any legislation on the
motorized bikes require
registration as a motor
vehicle mid operator's
licenses. Although Williams
and Kamerer advocated 15 as
minimum age for licensing,
Bivens advised keeping the
age the same as for regular
driviralicseniei - 16 years
old.
Because the maximum
speed of the machine is so low,
there were no recom-
mendations, to require riders
to wear helmets. Williams
noted that a federal report had
found that serious head in-
juries were uncommon in
accidents on bicycles and
motorcycles going 30 miles an
hour.
The top speed for mopeds is
under 30.
Williams said that 31 states
have now passed "favorable
legislation" on moPeds. The
laws, he said, are favorable
because they require no
helmets or insurance for the
operator.
However, both Bivens and
According ,to Gary
Williams, a moped distributor
in Evansville, Ind., the vehicle
is safer and much quieter than
motorcycles, can come to a
stop faster than 10-speed
bicycles, go 150 miles on a
MOPED STUDENT-Kentucky State Police Lt. Ernest
Bivens (left) questions Assistant Attorney General Mark
Armstrong about the operation of a motorized bicycle,
or "moped; Armstrong testified before an interim joint
subcommittee of the Kentucky General Assembly in
favor of legislation legalizing the sale of mopeds in Ken-
tucky. It. Bivens also appeared before the sub-
committee and told the legislators that any bill should
require registration of the motorized bikes, licensing of


























Williams agreed- that some




the interriational traffic sign
system and hand signals.
The subcommittee also
heard a recent study by the
National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration, which
found Kentucky traffic laws
substantially different from
other states.
The study stated that
Kentucky largely conforms to
76 to 213 rules of the Uniform
Vehicle Code (UVC), and has
no laws comparable to 101 of
the UVC rules.
The seven 'general areas
where Kentucky fails to
comply with the UVC involve
hitchhiking, reckless driving,
school buses, right turns,
passing on the right, right of




Charles D. Kemp, son of Mr
and Mrs. Charles D. Kemp of
1009 WiSwell Road, Murray,
Ky., has completed recruit





subjects designed to prepare
them for further academic
and on-the-job training in one
of the Navy's 85 basic oc-
cupational fields.
Included in their studies
were seamanship, close order
drill, Naval history and first
aid. ,
He joined the Navy in April
1977.









-My father warred ma for
So said a young woman when
she filed a lawsuit against her
father for damages. She charged
that by refusing to marry her
mother he had caused her to be
born illegitimately and to go
through life in disgrace.





agriculture will participate in
an inservice training
workshop at the flth Annual
Agriculture Teachers Con-
ference. It is to be held Aug. 1-
4 at the Kentucky Future




ACROSS '6 Sports arenas
7 Worm
1 Soft food 8 Fall into4 Manuscripts disuse
(abbr.) ' 9 Dye Plant
7 Africanus- 10 Roman tyrant
tette 11 Traced
12 Transgress 17 Rottman date
13 Likely 19 Food fish
14 More rational 23 courage
15 Unit of Por- 24 commonplace
tuguese CUf- 25 Paid notiCes
rency 26 Latin for
16 Happenig makes into 28 Young tree
leather 29 Period -
20 Bother of time
21 Sluggish 30 Beast of22 Proceed burden
25 Girl's name 32 Candle
27 R°rben bronze 34 Chief execu-28 Ocean five (abbr.)
31 Sandy waste 37 gem nymph
33 Stage extras
(colloa
The keynote speaker at the 35 Dnauttress Sig-
,4$0.1E confertpce will be Glenn 36 Large truck
Wade, director of vocational 38  Regionsd
-0 and adult education in Citrus .31! Otherwise
County, Fla. Other speakers 44 Silkworm
5 4Undergarment
will include Billy Howard, 413 Hindrance
assistant superintendent of 51 Mountainon
the Bureau of Vocational 52 Crystai-Uneo
Education, and Robert L. sn tOodnUel e of
Kelley, director of 53 Comparative
But the court ruled against
her. Allowing this type of claim,
the court, WaiR open the
floodgates to countless lawsuits
by disgruntled children.
"One might seek damages for
being born of a certain race,
another for inheriting unfortunate
family characteristics;_ one for
_beinig_born into a large and -dnnts-
tute family, another because
parent had an unsavory fiputa-
Lion." -
Courts have generally rejected
these "wrongful birth" suits
brought by children against their
parents. As a rule, they have alias
frowned on such claims when
brought against a third party.
Two children sued a doctor for
performing an uniaccetisful vasec-
tomy on their father. Their unex-
pected baby sister, they said, had
reduced their share of 11 his
estate, and 2) his affections.
But again the court turned
thumbs down. Regarding the
father's estate, the court said
children have no fixed right to a
particular share anyhow. Regard-
*, the father's affections, the
court said they had no legal right
to that either.
The law cannot require a
parent to love a child," said the
judge. It forbids abuse but it
does not compel devotion."
Occasionally, however, a third
party may be held liable to the
parent if not to the child. Thus,
one court said a mother could
hold her doctor liable if he
neglected to warn her of the
danger of a defective birth. At
least, said the court, she could
collect the extra expenses arising
out of the child's impaired condi-
tion.
A public service feature of the
American Bar Associationend







INSIDE BRONZE ZAAL , ,THE "SLEEPING
GOP "„,







A* I TNE FOR'etER EMPLOYERcF
Fr=ARLEE6FC5CNCX
SIR OUT TO ECorJ0mIZE, I






AM I A NO ENOUGH MAN
TO ADM 'TA MISTAKE








"The format for the in- 55 
Wipe out
service training workshop Will
include sessions designed to DOWN
improv# the agriculture 1 saucy




was planned by a conference
planning committee around
the theme  "Vocational
Agriculture: Continuing to
Change; Uniting to Im-
prove."
In addition to the workshop,
there will be special programs




















39 Musical in- 43 Portico
StrufneniS 46 Mental
40 Seagoing vessel image
41 Rim 47 Animal's feet
42 Condescen- 49 Female ruff
ding look 50 Attempt
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Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
R-.7•71- 1001E
Here's the Diamond Sole you've
been waiting for! Choose from over..
300 Blazing Gents or Ladies' Clusters
and Save 30% Buy now with easy terms






3 cycles featuring pow-
er scrub. 3 level wash











EVEN LESS WITH TRADE-IN
Has .3,ge 3_79 cubic foot freezer Automatic defrosting in refrigerator
section Convenient 'door shelves_ Twin vegetable b,NS Cod free bock
USE OTASCO CREDIT









Includes 8 piece attach-
ment set, lifetime lubri-
cated motor. Easy roll-
about .wheels. All metal










V C M A,
CA Todo
EN4.4
'Prices good through Saturday at over 600 stores throughout the South and Southwest
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OSHA Freeing Millions Of Small
Businessmen From Costly Paperwork
WASHINGTON ( AP - The
federal government is freeing
millions of small businessmen
from the requirements of
time-consuming paperwork




whipping b9y of business since
its formation, announced
Tuesday it no longer will
require 3.4 million small
businesses to comply with
record-keeping and reporting
requirements of the federal
job, health and safety law.
For 1.5 million larger firms,
paperwork requirements will
be cut in half, Labor Secretary
Ray Marshall said at a news
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sobecrilvers were Moro not
'received Hoerr lioeve-dekvered
espy of Tb. Murray lodger L
Times by 5:30 p. a. Ilieerhey-
kirloy or by 330 p. art
_s ere yelped to cal
/53-1114 between 5:30 p. a.
mid4 .p._ a., Moseley -Friday,
-ti'3136 p. a.end 4 p. a.
lielerdepe, to inter. delivery
el 16• mouspoper. Calls most
as placed by 6 p. a. wiret-
aps sr 4p. a. Saturdays to
imireseettitilwory.
conference.
Marshall said that in
addition to saving millions of
dollars, the changes "will
mean a lot to the thousands of
small businessmen who face a
mountain of federal
paperwork."
The National Federation of
Independent Business praised
the government's announ-
cement as "a giant step.''
"We need much more of this
in the federal government,"
said James D. McKevett, a
spokesman for the
organization. He said a typical
small business now spends an
average of one-half to one day
a week filling out federal
forms.
Despite the praise from one
organization, the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, which
represents mostly larger
firms, said the changes don't
go, far' enough. "We're
disappointed because the




OSHA in 1971, the agency's
regulations have been
criticized bitterly by the




Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church
July 17 through July 22
Guest Speaker
Rev. Paul Belt, Pastor
Music Led By Rev. T.H. Sanders
Marshall said the reduction
of paperwork is in keeping
with President Carter's goal
to simplify government
regulations without going
back on an administration
commitment to preserve the
health and safety of American
workers.
Marshall said that
beginning in 1978 the country's
business firms with 10 or
fewer employees no longer
will have to maintain
complicated accident and
illness records. However, he
emphasized that they still are
subject to the job health and
safety law.
For the larger firms, the
new procedures will replace
three forms that now must be
filled out with a single form
which would use a "simple
check-off procedure" for
keeping a record of injuries
and illnesses. The total
number of entries would be
reduced from 80 to 19.
The number of firms
required to take part in the
Labor Department's annual
survey of occupational
illnesses and injuries would be
reduced to 332,000 from the
1972 sampling of 650,000.
Nursing Coordinators To Meet
Aug. 2-4 At Louisville Center
A group of practical nursing
coordinators from around the
state will gather at a
workshop Aug. 2-4 at the new
Jefferson State Vocational
Technical School and Man-
power Skill Center located in
Louisville.
According to Mrs. Ann
Vescio, director of health
occupations and personal
services, the format of the
workshop is itself the product




didn't express so much a
desire for the usual demon-
strations as much as a need
for knowledge in certain
disciplines of health oc-
cupations," she said. "The
format of the workshop has
been developed IbIntly by a
steering committee of ,..coor-
dinators and our staff."
Included on the three-day
schedule are sessions dealing
with specific concerns of
health occupations such as
vocational teacher cer-
tification and the trends of
health occupations.
"Also of importance to the
coordinators," said Vescio,
"is the status of the nursing
programs in Kentucky as well
as student organizations for
health occupations."
She explained there is a
genuine need among health
occupation students to rein-
force their learning through
organizations which allow
communication as well as
through socialization. Ac-
cording to Vescio,-therrisno
such student organization in
health occupations currently
in the state of Kentucky.
The Finest Cars
In The World Use
0E-t-bly-,.. -gNocoUNIROYAL
CADILL AC•THUNDERBIRD• MONTE CARLO
COUGAR XR-7•GRAND PRIX•CUTLASS•ELECTRA 225
The radial tires used as original equipment on these cars are among the world .s finest. Only ofter possing o series of
arduous tes'ts was UNIROYAL chosen for use os original equipment on the finest cars in the world.
THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT TIRE
• 78 Series design • 2 steel belts • Radio!
pol ester cord plies • White sidewalls.
WE TAKE THE CONFUSION
OUT OF BUYING TIRES!
Just answer a few easy questions and we'll recommend the right tire
for your car and driving.
Ma tn. POUT SALE Ma 14.L
6.50-13 • 22.95 16.99 1.72
7.35-14 24.95 2099. 1.91
7.75-14 26.95 22.99 1.99
8.25-14 27.95 24.99 2.18




Layaway • Master Charge • BankAmericard
Cash • Otasco Credit
BR78-13 Whitewall
plus 2.11F.E.T. ond






BR78-13 59.95 49.95 2.11
DR78-14 69.95 59.95 2.42
ER78-14 70.95 60.95 2.49
FR78-14 74.95 64.95 2.69
GR78-14 77.95 67.95 2.89
MR78-14 85.95 75.95 3.07
FR78-15 75.95 65.95 2.76
GR78-15 77.95 67.95 2.97
HR78-15 82.93 - 72.93 3.15
JR78-15 89.95 79.95 3.31
I.R78-15 95.95 55.95 3.47
Sole Prices Good At Over 600 Stores Throughout the South and Southwest
US(
9-6 Mon.-Thurs. reftwr






Compact fan reduces attic
heat build-up-keeps house*
cooler, lowers air condt•
tipning costs. 1012
Keeps heat in...in winter
Keeps heat out...in summer
• Installs inside
• Do-It-Yourself
• Clear, rigid plastic
• Airtight fit Stop drafts
• Paint trim with latex paint or stain
• Save up to 32% on heating & cooling costs
The finest looking hose on the market-beauti-
ful red and blue nylon reinforcing over white
core; clear vinyl jacket overall. Remains
flexible even at very low temperatures.
Burst-resistant-may be shut off at nozzle.
Nickel plated couplings. 5/8" 1.0. 1T76B
• Replace hazardous door and
window gla-ss
• Reduces breakage
• Clear as glass but 
safer
Easy-lo-install salety






. Deep fries 1 to 2 ser
vings in minutes. in lust





Has 40-oz. glass container plus 48 and
16-oz. blend/serve/store jars 688W0
THE SNAPPIN"WitIDEILL
A NEW DIMENSION M fALL CLEAN UP
The new.Snapper "High Vacuum" Riding Mower
not only gives your lawn an incredibly smooth cut, it
also vacuums up leaves, twigs, pine cones and other
Jar light litter. So you can keep your
r lawn looking great year round. ,
-And with the optional Bag-N -Wagon
that holds an unbelievable 30
bushels, you may be able to mow
Or vacuum your entire lawn
without stopping to empty.
The fast, dependable
Snapper "High Vacuum"
Riding Mower. It's a new
dimension in lawn care products.
All Snapper mowks meet ANSI Safety specifications
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Heat Wave GrippingNation Turns Destructive
1
•
.By The Associated Press
The heat wave gripping
"mcjst of the nation has gone
from uncomfortable to
destructive and deadly. _
In Davenport, Iowa, a young
mother watched her four
children — ages 2 to 10 —
drown in the Mississippi River
on Tuesday as they sought
relief from the heat. Ruth
Triplett, 27, who cannot swim,
was helpless.
And in St. Louis officials
blamed the heat for the deaths
of nine persons over the past
two days. Four elderly people
from the same apartment
building died on Monday. On
Tuesday five other deaths in
the area were attributed to the
heat wave.
The hot weather that has
been hovering over a 2,000
mile belt from the Atlantic
Coast to the Rockies for the
past eight days — and longer
in some places — was not
expected to let up until the
weekend at the earliest.
New York City recorded a
temperature of 102, a record
for the day. Lamar, Colo.,
reported a high of 106. The
-thermometer reached 97 at
the Baltimore-Washington
International Airport, tying
the record for the day.
In Maryland, , Young D.
Hance, the state agriculture
secretary, said crops in
several parts of the state are
showing signs of damage from
the prolonged spell of heat and
no rain. Cantaloupe, tomato
and cucumber crops as well as
pasture land are threatened.
Delaware, Virginia, Iowa and
Indiana were among the other
states reporting problems
with crops and livestock.
In Baltimore an air pollution
alert continued for a fifth day
today and some industries
were cutting production to
reduce pollution. Air pollution
alerts also were on in parts of
Kentucky, Ohio, Minnesota,
;Jew York and Massachusetts.
Electric utilities continued
to report high -levels of
consumption with air
conditioners turned on in
stores, offices, factories and
homes. In Minnesota,
customers of several utilities
were asked to at back use of
appliances. "There were
scattered power outages in
Colorado, Ohio, New York and
Massachusetts.
The hot weather aused
inner city residents to turn on
fire hydrants and in
Philadelphia, New York and
other Eastern cities, police
were trying to get citizens to
use hydrant caps that slow the
flow of water. A second-stage
water alert was declared in
New York, meaning that lawn
sprinkling and the washing of
cars and sidewalks was out.
The wild hyacinth was origi-
nally found in Greece and Asia
Minor. It was brought to West-
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Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.
We have the largest selection of fishing and hunting equipment in this area
Garcia
Graph-Recorder
Model 9400 features 0-60' graph recor-
ding plus-depth finder for navigation.
Chart your favorite cove and find out
where the fish are. Actually records fish
as well as all underwater structure.
Retail 294.00
Moro won't be any mows at tisis mice.
lie Rain Chocks
uit 
































Measures water temperature ZOrt-s ps,,1
lightweight temperature sensor runs all seas°,
on one "C" battery. Just determine type of fish
you want—find the preferred temperature zone
on handle—dial that temperature ond lower
probe into water until meter needle indicates
temperature you seek. Probe wire is Marked jr•


























Gas.mileage and performance •
go down when your air filter
cogs up Install a brand-new.
,clean STP
Air Filter Get all the air















For relief of jock itch,




Choke of Regains, Extra Hold, Un-




Regular or Lemon, Oronge. Choice of 12 or
Tablets.
Salt-$109
liquid or 100 D G E
,
par_i
























Honey. Meek, %in Forest
I oi















Two filter elements do a lob
no single or dual-stage filter
can do. Lab tests prove it.
The Silver Bullet gives you a
better combination of long
life and high efficiency than
any of the five other best-
selling filter brands. Give your
engine- itua-prOWCAMan it-
deserves with this new



























- GET FILTER ia A
FILTER PROTECTION TOOATI
. All Maims EXCEPT 197E9'74








GET FILTER IN A
FILTER PROTECTION Tooirk,
Xop.nrt lo an Fned .-ary ar,-
nnin 15 In.. a. Mustang
0.1 1997-1913 Marcuvs e•••.-9, '
005,14.0lOpe  all t9r3-1e70.,








GE• FILTER in •
FILTER PROTECTION T000..
New lace-like plastic
with hundreds of uses








Straight Log $1 299
Sizes 27-46
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512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.







Owned Et Operated By Charles Johnson
Prices Good Through
Tuesday, July 26
Niblet Joan of Arch Kidney
- CORN 120z. 3/$1") BEANS  151/2 oz. 29
Swift Proten
RIB STEAK lb
Swift Proten Center Cut







 12 oz. 79




































. . . 32 oz.
Sealtest
ICE CREAM 2.1 39
Adams 12 oz.
* FROZEN FOODS*
Frosty Acres Crinkle Cut
FRIES  20 oz. Baga
Banquet Fried








 doz. in bag63





  16 oz. 79
8 oz.  690
ORANGE JUICE 49









Limit I Per Customer
Expires 7-26-77
40 oz. 59
C. LA 11:147:0 ereb_ye,
Johnson's Coupon R-25 "et0
Maxwell
25' eHouseCOFFEE
1 Lb. Bag Off the Regular





















The memorial services for
Donnie Williams, age 19, will
.be held Friday at two p.m. at
the First Baptist Church with
• the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
and Bro. Bill Wilson of-
4ericiating. The song service will
'be by the Church Choir
directed by. Bro. Wayne
Halley.
Friends may call at the
church from twelve noon
Friday until the hour of the
memorial services.
Private rites were held
today at the Murray City
Cemetery with Mike
Stephenson, Steve Win-
chester, Bob Wilder. Todd
Harrison, Steve Hussung; and
Danny Sholar as active
pallbearers. Honorary
pallbearers were Hunt Smock,
Tommy Alexander. C. D.
Wilder, Charles Stephenson,
Ricky Lovett, and Nicky
I ::Welf. The BlilCorein an
Funeral Home was in charge
of the arrangements.
Mr. Williams was drowned
in Tongue River at Lame
Deer, Montana. on Saturday
while there with a mission
group from the First Baptist
Church, Murray, where ihe
was a member.
He is survived by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Williams, 709 Sycamore,
Murray; grandmothers, Mrs.
Elsie • Williams and Mrs.
Lorene Byars; brother, Mark
Williams;_two- sisters, Mrs 
Danny Scholar arid Miss Lisa
Williams; half sister, Cordelia
Faye Williams; six half
brothers, Bobby Williams,
Cary Wayne Williams, .Danny
Williams. Michael Burkeen.




Services for Donald Eugene
Quist, infant son of Mr. and
Mrs. RObert Quist' of Murray
Route Four, are being held
today at the Green Plain
Cemetery with the Rev.
Martin Mattingly officiating.
The Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home is in charge of the
arrangements.
The little boy was stillborn
at 5:10 p.m. on Tuesday at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors are the parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Quist,
and one brother, Bobby Quist,
Murray Route Four; grand-
parents, Earl Woosley,
Herrington, Kansas, and Mr.
and Mrs. Henry A. Quist,
Pueblo, Colo.
Danny Bruce Eddins
Dies At Age 31;
Funeral Is Friday
Danny Bruce Eddins of
Hazel Park, Mich., died
Tuesday at the age of 31. He
had undergone open heart
iurgery in April of this year.
The deceased was the grand-
ion of the late Sam and
Frances Warren of Calloway
County.
He is survived by his
parents. Dan and Opal Warren
Eddins, one brother, Phillip
Eddins; and one niece,
Shannon Eddins, all of Hazel
Park, Mich.; four uncles,.
Hume. Alton. and Diuguid
Warren, all of Calloway.
County, an Clihton Warren of
Rochester, Mich.
Funeral -services will be
held Friday at-eleven a.-m. • at -
the chapel of the Ashley
Funeral Home, Hazel Park,
Mich., with burial to follow in
the White Chapel Cemetery'
there.
t LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake. 7 a m.
157.6.
Below dam '302.9 up 0.1.
Barkley lake. 7 a. rn. 357.6.
Below dam 303.6 down 0.8.
- - •
Trophy Added To Tourney
In Memory Of Don Grogan
A new trophy has been
added to the Murray Country
Club's Invitational golf
tournament in memory of Don
Grogan, a member of the club
who. lost his life May 29 in the
tragic Beverly Hills Supper
Club fire at Southgate, Ky.
Grogan, an avid golfer,
played in the tournament each
year, generally in the 4th
• Flight. Last year, he posted
two rounds of 84 to finish in a
three-way tie for fourth piaci
in the flight with 168.
The memorial, proposed
and conceived by his playing
partners, was presented to the
, club's directors recently by
Dr. Dick Cunningham, Dick The Rev. Roy E. (Buzz)
Orr and Walter Jones. It will Rabatin will be in charge of
be financed through con- worship services.at the First
tributions from his friends and Presbyterian Church in
fellow golfers. _ Murray, CM Suilday, July 24..4t
Under its proeisions, a 10:45 a.m. He is the recom-
trophy, to be known hereafter mended candidate of the First
as the Don Grogan Memorial Presbyterian Church's Pastor
Trophy, will be presented to Nominating Cbmmittee to
the Murray Country Club assume the pastorate of that
member, with a handicap of 12 congregation, vacant since
-or. greater; -who-posts ihe-last August-
- lowest score in the tour- Saturday evening, July 23,
narnent, a two-day, 36-hole, at 7:00p.m., the Rev. and Mrs.
medal play affair. The Rabatin will be guests of
player's name also will be honor at an ice cream social to
inscribed on a memorial be held in the Fellowship Hall
plaque, which will hang in the of First Presbyterian Church.
clubhouse in Grogan.'s Immediately after the
memory. worship service on Sunday,
This year's tournament is July 23, a special .
scheduled for Saturday and congregational meeting of
Sunday, July 30 and 31. and First Presbyterian Church
Tournament Chairman Joe will be held to decide whether
Rexroat told the diTectors that to extend a formal call to Rev.
only 40 openings remain to Rabatin,
complete the 300-player field. As - Hughie Lawson,
Rexroat  also noted that the Chairman of the Pastor
Murray Invitational Dance Nominating Committee ex-
would begin at 8 p.m. instead plained: "Before a new pastor..
of 9 p.m. this year, continuing can be installed in a
until Midnight. It will be held' Presbyterian 'Church, the
Saturday night, July 30. congregation must vote to
Mike Shelbourne, Paducah, approve calling him. We hope




New Song, a music group
from Oral Roberts University
in Tulsa, Okla., will appear
Thursday, July 21 at 7:00 p. m.
at First Assembly of God, 16th
and Glendale.
New Song, under the
direction of ORU senior Ted
Haggard, is composed of five
men and three women, all
students at ORU, with majors
ranging from social work to
business.
Pastor Jerry Hendley and
the congregation invite the
public to attend this special
service.
STOCK MARKET
. Pnces of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &



















Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today., furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp of
Murray. are as follows,
Heublein Inc.. . . ....... 24;
Mc Donalds Corp..  49 -I.
Ponderosa Systems 9 -;
Kimberly Clark  45 -;
Union Carbide 49; +Liu
W Ft Grace • Z9; +
Texaco 30; uric
General fare 55; -;
GAF Corp 10's + "'a
Georgia Pacific  30 uric
Pfizer '" '  N; +;
Jim Walters 32; +;
Kirsch. ....... .. . . 1614 +a
Disney W. -54


















terestecl friends will attend the
worship service on Sunday,
and the ice cream social the
preceeding Saturday evening,
to meet Mr. Rabatin and
participate with him in divine
services."
The Rev. William Peterson
of Hopkinsville, Presbytery
Executive of the Presbytery of
Western Kentucky, will act as
Moderator of the
congregational meeting on
Sunday just after worship
service.
The Rev. Rabatin, a 1963
STAG NIGHT AT MCC
Theregular monthly men's
stag night will be held at the
Murray Country telub this
Thursday, July 21, beginning
at 6 p. m. Committee chair-
man this month is Mike Baker
and committee members
assisting are Dub Polly, Dr.
Gary Marquardt, and Larry
Ryan. Steak and all the
trimmings will be served.
is the defending champion,
having posted a seven-under-
par 137 last year to win' the
17th renewal of the tour-
nament by four strokes.
In other action, the board:
- Authorized the Western
Party, scheduled at the club
on Aug. 20, to be an "open"
activity with members per-
mitted to bring "in town"
guests.
- Authorized the Murray
State University golf team to
hold its annual intercollegiate
invitational tournament on the
course Sept. 23 and 24, and
- Approved family
memberships for Jerry and
Marjorie Berry, Route 5, aild
Jim and Claudia Berry af
Clinton.




received his Bachelor of
Divinity degree from
Louisville Presbyterian
Theological Seminary in 1967.
Since then, he has served as
associate pastor of Emmanuel
Presbyterian Church in
Spokane, Wash.; as associate
pastor of the Independent
-Congregational Church of
Florissant, Mo.; and as in-
terim pastor of the Mizpah
Presbyterian Church in St.
Louis, Mo.
According to Lawson, Rev.





As Lawson stated, "the
other members of the
nominating committee,
Stanford Hendrickson, Mrs.
Carroll Guy, and Mrs. Alfred
Lindsey, and -I have--tiad
lengthy interviews with Mr.
Rabatin and have listened to
his sermon presentation. We
are greatly impressed by his-





Rev. Rabatin and his wife,
Diana have two children,
Brett, 5, and Miranda, 3. The
36 year old minister enjoys
family camping and hiking,
fishing, hunting, scuba diving,
and occasionally golf, tennis
and bowling. Lawson ob-
served that "he likes to find
ways to connect his love for
the outdoors with his church
life by means of retreats and
camping Programs."
More Attention Focused On
Vocational Education Now
In the past few years, more
and more attention has been
focused upon vocational
education at both state and
national levels. As a result,
the myth that failure is the
opposite of college is rapidly
going out of date.
According to statistics, only
20 per cent of the jobs in the
United States will require a
four-year. college degree by
1980. The majority of jobs will,
however, require specialized
skills beyond the general high
school degree.




tendent of the education
department's Bureau of
Vocational Education. He
doesn't hesitate to add that
vocational education
programs are only "part of
the total educational program
in Kentucky."
Colleges and vocational
schools both serve a useful
purpose because both can
fulfill the needs of Individuals,
Howard said. "The primary
role of vocational education is
to. -prepare people for em-
ployment, to assist them in
making sound career
decisions, and to help them




that are in demand" and thus
prepare people for good
employment opportunities,
according. to Howard. The
state is placing more ern-
__
Slow Reduction In Unemployment,
6.5 Inflation Rate Is Predicted
WASHINGTON (AP) - Americans
can expect a slow reduction in
unemployment next -year, but face
inflation of at least 6.5 per cent at the
same time, congressional budget
exPertssaidtodayThe Congressional Budget Office said
members of Congress, writing a federal
budget for the 1978 fiscal year, must
conclude that "the realistic outlook is
for no more than a slow unwinding of
the current rate of inflation."
In testimony prepared for the Senate
Budget Committee, budget office
director Alice Rivlin said inflation
could be held to 6.5 per cent if the hike
in food prices does not exceed that
figure.
Mrs. Rivlin appeared to minimize the
chance of reducing inflation by cutting
federal spending,ndingpo
cy tight enough to cut
the inflation rate one percentage point
would throw one million Americans out
or work and raise the unemployment
rate, currently 7.1 per cent of the labor
force, by 1.2 percentage points, she
said.
The inflation forecast for the last half
of 1977 and all of 1978 is high by
historical standards because inflation
is becoming a way of life, Mrs. Rivlin
said.
As the committee began work on
writin a budget for he 12 months
beginning Oct. 1, Mrs. Rivlin presented
these forecasts:
-Growth in the economy, as
measured by the Gross National
Product: an increase of 5 to 6 per cent
from the last quarter of 1976 through
the last quarter of 1977, and a rise of 3.6
to 5.1 per cent in 1978.
-Unemployment: 6.6 to 7.2 per cent
by the fourth quarter of 1977 and 5.9 to
6.9 per cent by the end of 1978.
-Inflation, as measured. by the
Consumer Price Index: up 6 to 7 per
cent in 1977 and 4.5 to 6.5 per cent by the
trid of 1978.
As is usually the case, the
Congressional Budget Office forecasts
are somewhatIess optimistic about the
economy than those by the
administration. However, no direct
comparison with forecasts of President
Carter's advisers is possible because
the congressional figures do not take
into account the President's energy
proposals, which include taxes that
would go into effect next January.
Members of Carter's economic team,
testifying before House and Senate
budget panels on Tuesday, were
optimistic.
Treasury Secretary Michael
Blumenthal said the economy has
"good forward momentum, relatively
free from imbalances and speculative
excesses."
The upsurge is slowing but the
administration sees no signs of
recession, he said. With good weather
and successful labor negotiations, more
progress against inflation should be
made in 1978, he said.
Over 600 Candidates Late
In Filing Spending Reports
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - More
than 600 candidates in the May primary
have failed to file post-election
spending and contribution reports, the
Kentucky Registry of Elections says.
The list is the largest yet for this
year's political races and the registry,
which has been talking and acting
tough lately, said Tuesday it will take
the same action_  as for previous 
delinquencies.
Executive Director-John Craig said
those who did not file before the June 28
deadline would be referred to local
-Commonwealth's attorneys throughout
Kentucky.
Under the law it is up to the attorneys
to decide on any action.
The statute requires local and
legislative candidates to file two
reports 32 days and 12 days before an
election, then a post-election
accounting within a month.
phasis on training to over-
come specific areas of
unemployment and in areas
where there is a need for
skilled manpower, he said.
"Coal miners learning coal
production skills in eastern
and western Kentucky is a
good example."
In the competency based
vocational education
program, an individual may
choose to acquire only the
skills needed for a particular
job and then leave. "It's kind
of a self-paced approach,"
Howard said.
There are equal demands
for vocational education on all
program levels, according to
Howard. The secondary
program in the high schools is
largely exploratory, while
post-secondary programs
(those beyond high school ) are
geared to prepare individuals
for certain jobs. •
"There are numerous,
requests for adult vocational
education," said Howard.
"Adult programs often further
a person's knowledge of
already obtained skills."
In the future, Howard sees.
even more -011-iphasis on
vocational education in
Kentucky, "especially with
industry and business. I think
the vocational schools will be
working closer with the em-
ployer, too."
Universities, . .and, yolleges
are "essential," admitted
Howard, "but vocational
education is also a vital and
necessary force in the
educational world."
The registry had cracked down on
pre-election laggards, and in four
instances attempted to block winners
from appearing on the November
election ballot.
"We had hoped what we did before
would reduce the list of post-election
delinquents," Craig said. "Instead it
went up."
About 400 candidates failed to file 32
days before the primary and 238 were
remiss on reports 12 days before the
election.
Craig speculated that psychologically
the lengthy list of post-primary
violators should have been exptcfed.
"The tendency of those who lost -
which is all 600 - is to say the heck
with it," he said.
If commonwealth's attorneys deem it
necessary, they can turn the names of
delinquent candidates over to local
grand juries. However, enforcement of
the state's Election Reform Act has not
been harsh.
"I'll bring the matter to the attention
of the registry at the next board
meeting, but I don't know what else
threqeyoirceasn,,,dcoraoithg esaridtha. n what the law
The registry also plans a hearing
Aug. 15 on a complaint by the Kentucky  _
Business Political Action Committee, a
fund-raising arm of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce.
The chamber contends the Kentucky
Education Political Action Committee,
an arm of the Kentucky Education
Association, has committed a number
of violations f thelaotions allegationsof state scti thation laws.KEO pc
has persuaded local school boards to
cooperate in making an illegal indirect
checkoff for teachers who contribute to
the KPA-linked organization.
State's Gas Supplies To Continue
To Come From Out-Of-State Sources
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Kentuckians will continue to get most of
the natural gas for their industries,
home furnaces and stoves from out-of-
state gas fields, and there is probably
nothing state government can do about
it, a gas industry official has said.
Donald MacClellan Jr., district gas
utilization manager for Columbia Gas
of Kentucky in Lexington, said Tuesday
that "there does not appear to be any
significant chance of a big gas find in
Kentucky."
Despite its extensive drilling
program, Columbia-which services
large areas of central and eastern
Kentucky-gets decreasing amounts of
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service July
25.1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 550 Est 600 Barrows &
Gilts unevenly steady. unsteady .75
lower Sows steady .50 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs 845.00-45.50
US 1-3 206-2401bs  $44.75-45.25
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. . $44.25-44.75
US 3-4 260-2801bs  $43.50-44.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 635.00-35.50
US 1-3 30D-500 lbs . • 635.00-36.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs 638.00-36.50 few 37.00
US 9,-3 30).500 1 bs  834.00-35.00
Boars 2400-2700
Complaint Notice
the gas it uses from fields in the state,
MacClellan said. The figure is now
about 5 per cent.
MacClellan and seven other industry
and state agency officials are members
of a natural gas technical advisory
group formed by the special
subcommittee on energy of the
Legislative Research Commission
LRC).
The group will report to the
subcommittee this fall on Kentucky's
natural gas situation, said LRC staff
member Brian Kiernan.
Kiernan asked the group to suggest
how the General Assembly could
stimulate recovery of what gas
reserves the state does have, or could
help get gas that is being produced to
more Kentucky customers.
Because gas companies already
develop gas fields where production is
profitable, MacClellan said, "I find it
difficult to see where state government
could do more than private enterprise
has done, except perhaps provide
money for gathering lines to marginal
production areas."
He said the legislature might also
wish to consider financial help for cities
that want to start their own gas drilling
programs and build their own pipelines.
FRANKFOIV, Ky. ( AP )-
The state Department for
Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection has
issued a complaint notice
against the Hyden-Leslie
County Water District - -far--
operating a solid waste -
disposal site or facility
without a permit.
The agency seeks a civil
penalty of $1,000 for the
alleged violation plus $1,000
for each day it continues. It
also wants the district to
comply with state regulations.
A notice of complaint gives
only one side of an issue. A
hearing on the matter is






Begins Friday July 15th Ends Sunday, July 24th
2 lb. Sirloin for 11:movie
8-oz. Ribeye
12-oz. 1-Bone
As Long As They Last I





I 4 St Louis Cardinal Baseball Game Tickets Come on and sign up during theabove Dates No purchase necessary. Drawing Sunday, July 24th at 1 p.m.
MI The
Catfish you can eat
With MI The Trimmings
Due to health conditions I have been forced to sell Mr Is to a California resident She will take over
lull 1S You my good custom's plus larthlul employees and good lnod have made it possible lor
•ne to show my appreciation with 10 ciar• s.! tabulous bargains Many Manksl
OPEN EACH SUNDAY 11 AM - 3 PM 11111manlyons Owner
75
WHEN CORN-AUSTIN HAS A SALE! CORN-AUSTIN HAS A SALE!
We will be closed al day Wednesday for further markdowns.
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Salad Days are Here
Variety is the spice of life, so they say. If
-that holds true in the kitchen, then the most
well-seasoned menus include salads. Since the
days of the Caesars, salads have been crafted
to please palates the world over. But whether
it's an international bowl or just your garden
variety, there's no end to the luscious combinations a little creativity can
fashion. All it takes is an imaginative mix of fruits, vegetables and salad
dressings.
From creamy bananas to crunchy lettuce, from green avocados lo White
potatoes, produce comes fresh from Mother Nature in all shapes, colors and
flavors. Combine a host of these harvested delectables for an eye-appealing
salad that tastes as good as it looks. Then transform the produce potpourri
into a gourmet delight with salad dressing. Prepared dressings provide a
handy mixture of herbs and spices that blend and enhance the various
flavors. Thiry add a distinct characteeall theft own, [00-.1Ne them to-Mai-hi--
ate an antipasto, flavor a potato salad or crown a plate of greens.
Developed by the Home Economists in the Kraft Kitchens, these recipes
display salad variety from an Ensalada Gazpacho appetizer to a peach
souffle dessert. As a course in a meal or a meal in itself, there's a salad to
serve for every occasion. So when the menu calls for a bit of spicing up, look
to salad to fill the bill.
PANHANDLE POTATO SALAD
1 quart cooked potato slices
2 cups cooked beef strips
1 cup mushroom slices
1 cup red onion rings
114 cup chopped parsley
1/2 cup MIRACLE WHIP Salad
Dressing
1/2 cup dairy sour cream
1/2 teaspoon garlic salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
Combine potatoes, beef, mushrooms, onion and parsley. Add salad dressing blended with sour cream
and seasonings; toss lightly. Chill. Add additional salad dressing and garnish with onion rings and
parsley, if desired. 4 to 6 servings.
PEACH SOUFFLE SALAD
2 3-oz. pkgs. orange flavored
gelatin
2 cups boiling water
1 cup cold water
1 cup gingerale
2/3 cup KRAFT Real Mayonnaise
2 egg whites
2 cups finely chopped peaches
Dissolve gelatin, in boiling water. Add cold water and gingerale. Gradually add gelatin to mayon-
naise; mixing until blended. Chill until partially set.
Wrap a 2-inch collar of aluminum foil around top of six sherbet dishes. Beat egg white until stiff
peaks form. Fold peaches and egg whites into gelatin mixture Pour gelatin mixture into dishes;
chill until firm. Remove collar. Garnish with peach slices and mint, if desired. 6 servings.
ENSALADA GAZPACHO
1 cup chopped tomato
1/2 cup chopped cucumber
1/4 cup chopped green pepper
2 tablespoons sliced green onion
1/2 cup CATALINA BRAND French Dressing
1 teaspoon lime juice
1 2 teaspoon oregano
1 8 teaspoon cracked black pepper
2 avocado halves, peeled
1 quart shredded iceberg lettuce
Combine tomato, cucumber, green pepper, green onion, dressing, lime juice and seasonings; mix
lightly. Fill avocado halves with vegetable mixture. Serve on shredded lettuce. 4 servings.




2 cults tomato wedges
2 cups mushroom slices
8-ors. summer sausage, cut into strips
1 8-112-oz. can artichoke hearts, drained, quartered
1 cup zucchini slices
1 cup KRAFT Italian Dressing
2 quarts torn assorted greens
Combine tomato, mushroom, summer sausage, artichoke hearts and
zucchini, add dressing. Cover; marinate in refrigerator 2 hours.
Drain, reserving marinade. Toss vegetables with assorted greens.
Serve with reserved marinade. Sprinkle with grated parmesan
cheese, if desired. 4 to 6 servings.
MOUNT OLYMPUS SALAD
•
1 Eitt can pitted ripe olives, drained
2 cups cucumber slices
1 cup onion rings
1 cup green pepper strips
1 8-01. bottle KRAFT Golden Caesar Dressing
1 qt. shredded iceberg lettuce
1 2-oz can rolled anchovy. ffttets
1/4 cup (2-on.) crumbled Feta cheese
Combine olives, cucumber, onion and green peppers; add dressing.
Cover; marinate in refrigerator 2 hours. Drain, reserving marinade.
Arrange marinated vegetables, anchovy fillets and cheese on lettuce-
covered platter. Serve with reserved marinade. Garnish with lemon
wedges, if desired. 4 to 6 servings.




1 cup honeydew melon balls
1/ 2 cup lime slices
1 2 cup toasted macadamia nuts or almonds
1 i 2 cup MIRACLE WHIP Salad Dressing
2 teaspoons limo juice
1 teaspoon grated line rind
1/4 teaspoon nee iletrt.rel
112.. a" Aim crlie !Wail
Cot *sap* qualm Isilethirese through crown Remove fruit,
leaving shell intact. eon and chunk fruit, toss lightly with bananas,
papaya, melon, lime and nuts. Chill.
Combine salad dressing, lime juice, line rind and rum flavoring.,
mixing well; fold in whipped crew Chill.
SPOoo fruit Into pineapple shells: top tailltdrieweemixtuta.
with additional grated lime rind, if desired. 4 servings.
4:
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COOKING CORNER ,
Woks, Bamboo Steamer, Aid Chinese Cookery
By ANN UDDElERG
For the past year and a half
wonderful Chinese dinners
have been coming from the
kitchen at 2209 Gatesborough,
with the help of Brenda and
Gary Marquardt. The
Marquardt's are mostly self-
taught relying on a couple of
good guide books, "Wokcraft"
from Taylor & Ng and
"Chinese Cooking" by Ann
Body, to give them the basic
instructions and techniques.
Their main reference point is
a collection of Chinese
restaurants they have enjoyed
across the country.
The most recently visited
and the yery best yet was the
•'Empress of China" in San
Francisco. They were visiting
that city for the AMA con-
vention. Though there are only
2600 restaurants to choose
from in the Bay area, the
Marquardt's managed to find
several very good Chinese
dining spots. Someday they
plan to sample other cuisines
from the Orient, but right now
they are concentrating their
efforts on the Chinese.
All this interest started at
Christmastime '75 when they
were looking for a gift for
Gary's brother and family.
They thought the wok was a
good idea because the other
Marquardt's like to try dif-
ferent things.
After happening on a
demonstration Brenda
sampled a chicken-broccoli
dish prepared in the wok and
was completely taken with the
tastes, texture, and beautiful
appearance of the dish. She
immediately treated herself to
a present and consequently
the wok became a treat for her
family and the many friends
who have been fortunate
enough to try the lovely things
Gary and Brenda produce. -
When Brenda plans a dinner
party for 6 people, about the
maximum she feels she can
handle for Chinese, she spends
4-5 hours preparing. This
involves a great deal of
chopping, shredding, and
mixing marinates. The actual
cooking time over the stove is
3-5 minutes per dish done just
as the guests are ready to eat.
She does most of the
preparation early in the day
putting each item in a dif-
ferent bowl, marking the dish
for which it is to be used. She
tries to keep each dish's
ingredients segregated in the
refrigerator. This way it is
relatively easy to organize
7" 1101( SET 
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A big, almost square 161/2 by 14 kitchen gets its flair from an island
containing a post light-supported table and a Jenn-Air range, which
needs no hood The island is angled to create convenient work
'triangle for 'housewife
1 7a>\ A world of creative kit-  chens, designed with aflair, just like 'the, onepictured here, awaits youin "My Dream KitchenPortfolio " You'll savetime._ worry and_ money-when you work with aprofessional kitchenplanner by reading ' the
hundreds of ideas and tips
included in the Portfolio
Just fill out and mail the
coupon below
Pt EASE SEND
My DREAM KITCHEN PORTFOLIO
64 Pages S2 0.11erenl K.Scherls
Illustrated HMI I." Scale F 100e Pi.,
%AAA( 
ADOR E SS 
ZIP
ENCLOSE S? 00 PLUS SOc FOR n•NOL
...111111.1....—••••••••••meme•••••
things for the final trip to the
wok. With both Brenda and
Gary at ease with wok
cookery, dinner is on the table
in very short order. This is
when two woks are very
convenient.
-Brenda does find that once
she starts preparing
vegetables and meats for
Chinese cooking her own
children and various neigh-
borhood children will wander
into the kitchen, become
fascinated, and want to help.
Robbie Marquardt, 11, and his
sister Liz, 8, both like to chop
and stir fry whenever they
can. With Brenda manning
one wok an Gary the other
'the children do get their
chances under parental
supervision.
About the only family
members not involved in the
preparation are Heather, a
beautiful dachshund, and
Bridget, a very friendly grey
poodle.
Liz thinks making won tons
is the "funniest" thing she
does in the kitchen. Robbie
prefers to make let-
tuceburgers. Gary's favorites
are the egg drop soup and any
of the pork dishes. He did
make a lobster cantonese one
time that people are still
talking about. Gary explains
that it had pork mixed with the
seafood. All the Marquardt's
agree, though, that you have
not really lived until you have
had corn on the cob fixed in a'
bamboo steamer. -
Brenda finds herself using
this handy gadget over. her
wok for almost all the families
_favorite ye etabLes whether 
or not the rest of the meal is
Chinese. To keep all her
recipes separated Brenda has
developed a very handy "rate
& date" system ihereby as
she tries 1 Kipes she dates
them and puts comments
beside them as to the fanaly's
reaction and things to do
different next time. This way
she can find the recipe she is
looking for with a minimum of
time. This is also handy when
a friend asks for a recipe from
a previous dinner.
Right now Brenda is very
involved, -with the Murray
swim team serving on the
board of directors. Both
children compete regularly
and work out daily. She finds
that when her children are
involved in some activity it
doesn't take her long to
become involved, too.
Gary, a local doctor, is an
avid bass fisherman who
spends as Much time as he can
squeeze into his busy schedule
on Kentucky Lake looking for
the illusive bass over 12 inches
long. One recent day when it
was too hot to fish he took the
family water skiing, which
has since become a family
passion. This family activity
may curtail the summer
fishing a bit.
The recipes selected for
today are some of the
Marquardt family favorites.
We know you will enjoy trying





In a large sauce pan combine:




Dash of garlic salt
Dash of ginger powder__ --
4 sliced mushrooms
1 rib and leaves celery,
chopped
1 green onion, chopped
Bring to a light boil and
simmer '2 hour to 1 hour then
add:
1 large tomato, peeled and
sliced
34 lb. shrimp
Return to boil again and
reduce heat. Cook until
shrimp are cooked through,
about 5 minutes. Beat two
eggs. lust before serving,
drop in short streams into the-





1 can bamboo shoots sliced
lengthwise
2 pork chops sliced very thin,
and marinated in 2 T. soy
sauce, a splash of wine, and 2
t. sugar
1-8 oz. Pk. snow peas _sliced
lengthwise.
Heat small amountof.oil in
wok, Quickly fry peas. Add
meat mixture and fry until
brown adding more soy if
desired. Add bamboo shoots
and cook until soft, about 3
min. Turn into a bowl and
serve immediately.
In the meantime, have
washed and drained large
leaves of fresh lettuce
(iceberg, red or romaine will
do). Chill and serve
separately.
Invite guests to serve
themselves a lettuce leaf and
a spoon of the meat mixture on
Pony Club Rally To Be
Held, State Horse Park
The 23rd National Pony Club
Rally will be held Aug. 3-7 at
the Kentucky Horse Park near
here. The Keeneland Pony
Club of Lexington will serve as
host.
The park, Kentecky's
tribute to the animal that has
contributed so much to its
heritage and stature, is under
construction and will not be
officially opened until July,
1978, but the Pony Club rally is
among equestrian events of
national import scheduled to
be held there in, 1977. The
North American Junior Three-
Day Event Championships are
stot for Sept. 15-18, 1977, at the
park.
Teams from 23 U. S. regions
compete in the national rally.
The most adva nem ridezt_also-
compete on an individual
basis. Teams are composed of
four riders and one stable
manager.
The riding. portion of the
National Rally is based on the
tests of the three-day event or
combined training, including
dressage, cross country and
stadium jumping. In addition,
participants must complete a
written test and are judged on
their stable management
a ities. Advanced par-
tic ts are tested in a sixth
category, the ability to judge
the conformation of horses ,.
and to teach riding and
associated horsemanship
principles.
Because o rally is designed
to be a learning experience
and evaluation of the =in-
dividual's progress toward the
goal of complete hor-
semanship, the young hor-
semen are on their own.
Caachaa..t.b.apanowss...Ftssonts•—•...throogivont
and spectators are barred
from speaking to the par-
ticipants except at scheduled
times each day. While the
times of the dressage, cross
country, stadium jumping,
and written test are deter-
mined in advance, the stable
management judges are
checking at various, un-
scheduled times during the
day of the rally.
Pony Club originated in
England in 1929 as the junior
branch of its Institute of the
Horse, to teach riding,
mounted sports, and the care
of horses and ponies to those
under 21. Today, there are
more than 100,000 young
people .in more than 25
countries involved in Pony
. Club. The national governing__
organization in this country is
the United States Pony Clubs,
Inc. ( USPC), established in
1954.
Because Pony Club began in
England, the forward seat or
jumping saddle is the prin-
cipal style of tack used; but
the preliminary ' level is
designed to introduce any
- dung person to the world of
— horses.i.
In order to advance through
Pony Club ranks, young
horsemen must have a
thorough knowledge of stable
management, training,
horsemasterihip, common
ailments and first aid, as well
as general knowledge of polo,
eventing, dressage,
tetrathlon, horseback games'
.. and gymnastics, trail riding
'and fox hunting.
There are more than 300
such pony clubs in 44 states in
the U. S., involving more than
11,000 young people
• the-eeranippri-
the lettuce leaf along with
some fried rice (optional).
Then fold the leaf like a crepe





2 T. oil heated in wok
2 green onions sliced thinly
1 clove garllt, crushed
3/4 lb. rice, cooked ahead
1/2 lb. prawns or shrimp,
chopped
2 T. soy. sauce
2 eggs
salt and pepper to taste
Heat oil; fry the onions and
garlic in oil for 2 minutes over
medium heat. Add the rice,
mix well and heat thoroughly.
Mix prawns with -the - soy-
sauce, add to the rice mixture.
Mix well. Beat the eggs until
smooth, season with salt &
pepper. Pour into the rice
mixture in a thin stream,
stirring all the time, until the




1 c. lean beef, sliced thin
1 T. cornstarch
1 T. light soy sauce
Combine above ingredients
well.
wok, stir fry 1 finely
chopped garlic clove & V4 t.
salt in 2 T. oil. Add beef. The
cornstarch, soy and beef
juices will form a thin coating
on the bottom of the wok. This
dissolves when you add soup
stock and forms the familiar
glaze which is usually added
at the last minpte. Stir fry beef
to degree ott" doneness you
prefer and remove. In the
sanie-Wolt bring broccor(2 C. -
thinly sliced across the grain
mushrooms (2 oz. sliced) to
boil with salt and enough beef'
stock or beef broth to cover.
Cover wok, reduce heat and
cook for about 4 minutes.
Return beef to wok and cook
briefly with cover removed.
Serve at once. (Chicken can be
substituted beautifully)
Fried Wes Ton
with Sweet & Sour
Sauce Dip
serves many
1 lb. won ton skins
1/2 lb. fresh ground pork
1,4 lb. fresh prawns or shrimp,
chopped
4 mushrooms, chopped
8 water chestnuts, finely
chopped
2 small eggs, beaten
1,(4 t. pepper
1/2 t. salt
2 stalks green onion, chopped
fine -
Mix the pork, prawns,
mushrooms, water chestnuts,
HALF of the beaten eggs, salt
& pepper. Place won ton
squares on working surface so
corners face up down, left and
right. Place 1 t. filling in the
center of eactiskin. DiPa little
of the beaten egg on the bot-
tom corner. Bring top corner
to meet bottom corner. Press
to seal. Moisten left corner
with egg and bring right
corner to meet. Press to seal.
Continue until all skins and
filling' are used.
Heat 4 cups oil in wok. Fry
filled won tons until golden
(about 2 minutes). Turn over
once. Drain and serve hot.
They can be frozen after
completely cooled and later










1 c. crushed pineapple
a few drops red food coloring
Mix cornstarch and
pineapple juice in a sauce pan.
Add the remaining
ingredients. Stir over medium
high heat 'untilsauce thickens.
Add more liquid if sauce needs
thinning or more cornstarch if
it needs thickening. You can
use additional juices or
vinegirr. depending on how
sour you want the sauce. ,
Serve -cool or hot.
The won ton is also delicious •
dipped in ,either sweet-hot
mustard or hot mustard -
"sauce.
TEAMWORK—Brenda Marquardt and her children, Robbie, left, and Liz, sometimes
work as a team to prepare Chinese dishes at the family home. When he's not 
busy
practicing medicine or chasing bass on Kentucky !Ake, husband and father Dr. Gary
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that owners of historical
properties presently listed on
the._ National Register _of
Historic Places may apply for
state funds to restore or
stabilize their property. The
deadline for application is
...August 1.
The funds have been ap-
propriated by the Kentucky
General Assembly for fiscal
year 1977-78. All applicable
state lawns governing the use
of public funds relating to
bidding, contracts and wage
scales must be complied with
-4AP-ts-1.11#-.
attS' tri'nfi' -and
further information may be
--obtained from the Keritucky----
Heritage Commission, 104
Bridge Street, Frankfort, Ky.
40601
Attending the summer meeting from Calloway County front row (left to right) Lonnie Richardson and Ellis
Morrow, Soil Conservation Service; Albert.Wilson. Milton Walston,ClifforcLWhiterandtharles Guthrie, Supervisors.
Speakers and area directors back row (left to right) Ernie Whitsett, director; Glen Murray, Soil Conservation Service;
Terry Partin, Division of Conservation; Gene Reynolds, Division of Forestry; James Everett, Alternate Director; and




Kentucky are focusing on the
Clean Water Act and
especially section 208 relating
—to—ii-On-poinTiource pollidion
and water quality in a series of
area meetings during July.
Some seventy-five con-
servation district supervisors
from 14 western Kentucky
counties met in Murray July
12 to discuss the first step in a
. statewide.. effort to develop' a
plan to comply with the
federal law. The Division of
Water Quality has been
designated by Governor
Julian Carroll as the lead
agency to develop the
statewide plan. A task force
composed of representatives
of Soil Conservation Service,
Kentucky Department. of
• Forestry, Kentucky Depart-
ment of Natural Resources,
and Kentucky Association of
',Conservation Districts has
developed a series of
questions and special maps to
• assist conservation • district
supervisors in identifying
pollution areas, the problems
and severity in all counties.
According to John Tapp,
assistant director of the
Division of Water Quality, this
is the first step in assembling












of the best management
practices or conservation
practices will be. assembled
for each county. The im-
plementation of the best
management practices to
reduce the pollution would be
the third step. This could
involve additional legislation,
cost sharing for some pro&
tices, or enforcement. The
results would be continuously
monitored to provide fishable
and swimmable water in the
streams and lakes by 1983.
"In some areas of the
country farmers will have no
choice but to have a water
quality management plan for
their farms," Robert Wade,
president of Kentucky Farm
Bureau Federation, stated in a
prepared message to the
conservation district super-
visors. -
Glen E. Murray, state
conservationist, Soil Con-
servation Service stated that
some 70 per cent of the
sediment contributing to the




needed are the ones good
farmers have been using for
some 40 years. since the
conservation movement
began, it's now directed
toward-water quality instead
of soil conservation.
Dentis Colson, Soil Con-
servation Service, illustrated
some of the somber aspects of
eroded cropland fields
throughout ,Kentucky and the
conservation practice's needed
to bring them into compliance
with the future regulations.
Gene Reynolds, assistant
director of the Kentucky
Division of Forestry,
discussed the woodland phase
of the statewide program.
Stanley Head, director of
Kentucky. Division of Con-
servation, outlined the steps
supervisors, assisted by Soil
Conservation Service
technicians, will take during
the next few months to
complete the questionnaires
and maps of each county.
Persons interested in the data
and problems being assn-
bled for Calloway County
should contact the district
office at the Bel-Air Shopping
Center, Murray.
Ted Calvert of Kentucky
Department of Transportation
discussed some of the
management practices used
along state and county
roadbanks to reduce erosion
and improve water quality.
Attending from Calloway
County were Albert Wilson,
Clifford White, ,Milton
Walston, and Charles Guthrie.
Albert Wilson, chairman of
the Calloway County Con-
servation District Supervisors
stated that the board of
supervisors would be meeting
August 15 to discuss the in-
ventory and assessment of the-
problems in Calloway County.
Interested persons would be





Timothy A. Barrett, 21, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Barrett,
Route 6, Benton, Ky., recently
completed seven weeks of
advanced individual training






operations. This qualified him
as a light weapons in-
fantryman and as an indirect
fire crewman.
He was taught to perform
any of the duties in a rifle or
mortar squad.
Spec. Barrett entered the
Army in September 1974.
He is a 1974 graduate of





Entire Stock Not Included
ALL SALES FINAL
SALE STARTS THURSDAY
July 21st 9 a.m.
NANCY'S HOUSE OF SHOES







In a special business meeting of the area supervisors summer meeting, Ernie B. Whit-
sett (2nd from left) of Livingston County was reelected as area 1 director of the Ken-
tucky Association of Conservation Districts, James Everett, (3rd from left) of Fulton
County was reelected as alternate Arector. D. T. Porter (left) of Christian County and
Charles Everett (right) of Fulton County were nominated for a post on the state soil
and water commission. One soil and water commissioner will be appointed from the
two nominees by the Commissioner of Agriculture.
;sr:Ate Aspiririffee
041 =;:. ANACIN3



































































Tie roei of ;onvolesr•nts
and invalids eon be
vowel for you: better for them
with our workroom sopplees
Hospital beds, +often, wheel
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Advisory Council for Library
Frankfort. The Council were the














Set In Marshall County
Three free hearing and
blood pressure testing clinics
for Marshall County residents
60 years of age and older will





Inc., the clinics are scheduled
as follows:  
— July 27 from noon to 3 p.
m. at South Marshall School,
Hardin.
— July 28 from 9 a. m. to 3
p. m. at the Benton Senior
Citizens Center behind the
National Store.
— July 29 from 9 a. m. to 3
p. m. at the Senior Citizens
Center in Calvert City.
Hearing testing will be
conducted in the mobile unit
provided by .the Speech...and
Hearing Clinic at Murray
State University.
'Project Independence is
designed to provide services
to individuals 60 years of age
and older who need services in
order to remain in their homes
and who have no other source
for those services. Hearing
and -bTood pressure testing
clinics are but one aspect of
Project Independence.
All Marshall County
residents who are 60 or older
are encouraged to take
advantage of the free clinics.
Further information about the
clinics or Project
Independence may be
obtained by calling (toll free)
1-800-592-3986.
Your Individual  
Horoscope
Frances Drake 
FOR THURSDAY, JULY 21, 1177
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? -To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A good time to take the
initiative in business matters, to
express independence of
thought and action. But DO tone
down your Innate aggressive-
ness.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Give careful thought to
decisions you must make soon.
Call on interested friends if you
think they can help. There's
mare than one way to get ahead.
GEMINI
, May 22 to June 21)
Tor-A
no9-
Your magnetism should be
working overtime now so take
the initiative in advancing both
career and personal interests.
What you ask will be given.
CANCER
Julie 22 to July 23)
A new approach to a financial
matter advised. Look beyond
the immediate situation.
"Potential is greater than you
may imagine.
LEO
1July 24 to Aug. 23) f2
Lots of action indicated in
areas which have been quiet for
some time. Get into them while
the time is ripe — and profit!
VIRGO
Aug. 24- to Sept. 23) WP%.
Just the right day to bring off
something new in your oc-
cupational area. Move fast!
Evening hours favor romance.
LIBRA
!Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You could be wavering, in-
definite. It will be that type of
day — calling for strictness with
self and others who require it.
Design a pattern you can follow.
SCORPIO
s Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rft'el''
Once you are sure that your
ideas have good potentialities,




By F.J.L Blasingame, MD
0: Mrs. F.S. has a relative
who is menially retarded and
wants to know if she can buy
insurance coverage for him.
A: According to the Health
Insurance Institute, many
retarded persons carry health
and life insurance.
Mildly retarded citizens who
are regularly employed are
usually covered, along with
other employees, through a
group policy carried by their
employer and may be required
to pay part of the premium.
Also, if a mentally retarded
person is in the family of an
employee who is covered by a
group policy, the retarded per-
son is covered on the same
hasis as other members of the
family.
In many instances when the
group coverage is lost, the
retarded person can be insured
by an individual policy.
It is my understanding that
insurance coverage for
retarded persons is available
through many major com-
panies If the mental disability
is severe, for example with an
I.Q. below 35, such persons are
usually protected by public







You should contact your in-
surance agent and discuss the
particular needs of your rela-
tive. It is probable that you can
find needed coverage.
Citric Acid Harmless as a
Food Additive
0: Ms T.R writes that she has
read that citric acid is used as
a food additive and wonders if
it is harmful.
A. Citric acid occurs
naturally in citrus fruits, con-
tributing much to their flavor
and that of other foods.
Citric acid is used as an addi-
tive in additional foods and
serves many useful functions.
They include keeping certain
minerals in solution and pre-
venting cloudineffi .and pre-
cipitation. This acid may slow
down oxidation and color
changes in some foods.
In the proce% of digestion,
citric acid is completely
metabolized (burned up) and
can be viewed as a normal in-
termediate stage in the han-
dling of some carbohydrates.
You need not be concerned
about consuming citric acid.
As used, it is a safe food ,addi-
tive.
VA REP HERE
Max Miller% g veterans
counselor of the Department
for Human Resources,
Kentucky Center for Veterans
Affairs, will be at the Murray
American Legion Hall, 6th and
Maple Streets, from 9 a. m. to
3 p. m. on Thursday, July 21,
to assist veterans and their
dependents with claims for
benefits due them as a result

















































lose no time in trying to bring
them to realization. Good Mars
influences should help you.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec 21) Jerk-lc!'
You may face some unex-
pected situations, some un-
foreseen changes. Accept all in
your inherently gracious
manner. They could turn out
surprisingly well.
CAPRICORN 114t-
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) '41 MI
Everyone likes the accolades
and few relish the critique, but
the latter is often far more
beneficial — when taken with
the right attitude. Expect a
"gotng-over" now: You will
learn a lot.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Day may be less stimulating
than you wish, but you can
make it more so by your at-
.titude, enthusiasm and
willingness to cooperate with
the best offered.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
This day calls for calmness
and good judgment. Do not let
unexpected situations ruffle you
and do not let yourself be
pushed into undesirable
"corners."
YOU BORN TODAY are
clever and talented; sensitive
and artiatic. Extremely ver-
satile, there are many fields in
which you could shine, but you
MUST learn to control periods
of restlessness during which
you scatter your energies, thus
hindering accomplishment. You
have a keen sense of humor
which, at times, borders on the
sarcastic. Care! In business,
you could excel in banking,
publishing or promoting; in the
professions, could succeed as a
writer, artist or musician. You
may have an unusual interest in
the occult Birthdate of: Ernest
Hemingway, noted Amer.






- Captain D's Chicken Dinner
comes with crispy fries,
fresh creamy colt slaw,
and two Southern-style hush puppies.
s224
Captain D's.







































































































on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 753-
























Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
* 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
763-0035. Free parking






Agency. Write to: Box
644, Milan; TN 38358.





written for our learning,
that we through
patience and comfort of
the scriptures might
have hope." We invite
you to our bible study,
Friday evenings non-
denominational af-





Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
ADVENTURE ISN'T DEAD
Its test ,.as ts see vritli
tbe Navy. Cone shag,
tes.Trevel. Get 
train* se specs qui
resat. Get tap benefits sad






The pink Orr: 20"
bicycle taken from the
Salvation Army box
near Southside IGA hod
been stolen. Will the
person who took it
please return it to 506
S. 8th Street or call 753-
8933 or 753-6794.
HORNBUCKLE Barber
Shop. Open 8-1 Monday
and Tuesday. Closed
Wednesday. Thursday-




having a special called
meeting on August 1st,
1:30 p. m. at the Elm
Grove Church. All
members are urged to
attend.










3 Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY OF Ruth
Washburn wishes to
thank all her friends and




- Reverend White, and
especially the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home.
5 lost And Found
LOST 1/2 year old black,














old. Lost in the
vicinity of the Ne*
Providence Chiirch
of Christ Road. If
seen please call 753-
7618 after 5:30 p.m.
6 Help Wanted
WANTED SOCIAL
Security widow to clean
trailer ,2-3 times a




in Hazel. Apply in
person or call 492-9785.
WANT SOMEONE to
babysit in my home
from 8 to 4. Good salary.
References required
Call between hours of 2





7 days in a week
4 ways in a cold tablet
50 ways to leave your lover
and
1 chance to buy this 3 bedroom frame home. Living room
with (fining area, 2 car garage plus storage. Near shopping






Loretta lobs - 753-4079 III Payne - 753-9794
Helen Spann - 753-4579 Brenda tones - 7534648
6 Help Wanted
CUSTODIAN. Memorial




waitresses only. Shift 3
p. m.-10 p. m. Call 753-
2997,- -
WANTED - an ex-
perienced woman to
clean house. Call Mrs.
Walt Apperson, 753-7590.
EARN EXTRA money.
Take orders for Lisa
)ewelry. Call for FREE

















age 25-50. For locally
owned retail store
downtown. - Experience
preferred, but will train.
No Sunday work. Apply
by giving age,
education, .marital
status, experience and 2
character references in
own handwriting to Box












MONEY TO LEND. 6 per




ween 5 and 9 p.m.
14 Want To Buy
ONE SET OF NICE bunk
beds. Call 753-3509, after
5 p. m.
WANT TO. BUY used air
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
. 1551.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
15 Articles For Sale
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again




sticks, 13 cents each.












chrome. Like new. $30.
Call 753-8213.
SPRING SPECIAL Paint
Sale. Hanna first quality
Latex Satin Sheen,
regular $8.25, sale $6.00
per gallon. Hanna semi-
gloss enamel regular,
$10, sale, $8.00 per
gallon. Murray Lumber
Company, 753-3161.
HUFFY MOWER, 8 h.p.
Used 2 years. Excellent
condition. $250. Call 753-
7173, _
15 Articles For Sale
LARGE SWEET corn,









Park. Open 7 days a
week. Until 8 p.m.
FOR LONGER wear keep
carpets clean with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood :.o"
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
(*nth ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint.
Styofoam insulation
and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vailities
and wall board. Tomato
stakes at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skir-
ting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.'
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
PEA SHELLERS by
Magic Fingers. Shells 2





sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.








electric range. Call 753-
0469 after 6 p.m.
ANTIQUE BED and
dresser, solid oak. Over
109--years old. Call 753-
.6422.
ELECTRIC STOVE, $10.
Queen size bed with
linens, $125. Full size
bed, with iron bed and
foot board, $50. 809N.
17th, call 753-6472.
TWO MAPLE twin peas,
mattresses and all
accessories. Call 753-






209 Colors of Pater-
nayan needlepoint
yarns, 9 cents strand or
$1.70 ounce (of one
color). 129 colors Elsa
Williams crewel em-
broidery yarns. Com-
plete color line of
Columbia Minerva 4 ply
yarns, Hardanger and
Aida cloth for counted
thread embroidery.
Three types linen on
bolts. Complete line
latch hook rug patterns
and yarns. Kits _irrid
complete line of ac-
cessories for each
needlepoint. Free
lessons in all needlearts.
19 Farm Equipment
JUBILEE Ford tractor,
extra nice. New paint,
new 6 ft. disc. New one
row cultivator. Two 12"
plows. Call 489-2188 after
5 p. m.
1972 CHEVROLET 2 ton.
Heavy Duty. 29,000












Depth finder - trolling




Venture, Sizzler See at
IV. Lake Sails, 14hway
62, Calvert Cp Ky.
Phone 1-395-7844 or 1-
362-8585.
1969 GLASTAR Runabout
Boat. 65 H. P $1000.00.
Call 354-8052.
14' FIBERGLASS
Runabout. With 50 h. p.
Mercury. Tape player,
trailer-and 2 sets a skis.
$700. Call 753-8301 days,
753-0825. night.
FIVE FOOT air hockey
table. $70.00. Ike new,
childs stroller, 120 Call
753-9465.
MARLIN SKI boat and
135 H. P. motor. Extra
sharp. Call 753-6511.
POOL TABLE, regulation






payments on like new
Wurlitzer organ. J and B
Music, 753-757510
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent toe pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company across
from Post Office. Paris,
, Tennessee.
USED UPRIGHT' piano
" With bench. Good
condition. $150. Call 753-
6119.
FARFISA mini-compact
organ plus Bassman 50






Avoid Gritty Nowt Repairs
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Nom wool sal opsesled es" III
yes. is Pt up es, =Med WI la
fiebbsg.









_ Phone 1-354-6217 after
4:00 p. m.
TOMATO JUICERS, no
pre cooking, no pealing.





SIBLE party to take up
payments on 25 inch
color T.V. J and
Music, 753-7575.
27 Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE - 1965
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large sAosets, solid
walnut p2noing _Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. in.




plus $1,000. Call 753-1608.
12 x 61 3 bedroom, bath
and L2 Washer and
Dryer. $4800. Call 753-
0566.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME, 2 ana
bedroom, like new. 12
foot ,wide. Central air.




mobile home spaces for





sisting of 2 rooms and
bath, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3744 days
or 753-0614 nights.
31 Want TO Rent
SEVEN MONTH OLD
child, with parents
wishes to rent 2-3
bedroom home by




house for single woman
and 1 child. Call 753-1319
before 5, 753-9255 after 5.




bedroom- heat and air. $90 month.
Call 4 to 7 p.m. 753-9465.
ONE SMALL APART-
MENT and one house
trailer on waterfront lot
on Ky. Lake. _Roth are






34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM house,
in Hardin. Stove and
refrigerator furnished.
Call 753-4601.
EXTRA NICE home near
University. Furnished or
unfurnished. Available




month old quarter horse
colt. Make pleasure or





puppies. Four males, 2
females. $80 each. Call
753-3030.
THREE COCK-A-POOS,
black. $25 a piece. Call
753-3197.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE, 9 a. m.
Saturday, July 23, 1203










$1,000.00 OFF - Good buy
at original price, but a
$1,000.00 redaction
makes it a real bargain.
Owner is leaving
Murray and wants a
buyer now. A 3 bedroom,






Over 1500 ft. of living
area for only $30,000.00.
Call Kopperud Realty







WITH A LITTLE elbow
grease, this older 1'2





Estate, 206 S. 4th, 753-
5646 after hours, 753-7249
or 753-0686.
LOVELY 4 bedroom
home located on a tree
shaded -11/2 acre lot just
outside city limits of
Murray. Home features
Greatroom (29 I 15)
with ' fireplace and
cathedral ceiling,
abundant -closet space
• anti storage areas.
Breezeway connecting
to large garage. Priced
in 50's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for
Information on this new
43 Real E)ta:e
EXTRA NICE4-bedroom
brick home on Holiday








raised patio; extra large
two-car garage, central
heat and air, 3 baths,




in a quiet, p easant
subdivision, 5 mi. North
of Murray and just East
of US-641. These 100' x
180' lots have several,
well spaced shade trees




cottage on a shady 65' x
100' lot in Pine Bluff
Shores. All furniture
goes with the house. Has
community water











brick home and 23 acres
just listed. Priced in the
40's and a good buy.
AnOther new listing -3
bedroom home and 12
acres. located 71/2 miles
from Murray. Large
pole barn on property
and all acreage fenced,
alone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for information
on all our farm listings.
LOW COUNTY TAXES -
Move just outside the
city limits to this quality
home in peaceful
setting. This 3 bedroom,










extr A large utility





BUY at new price,
$27,500. Three bedroom
brick and bath, with
dining room and at-
tached garage on
beautiful shaded lot.
With plum trees and 12 x
15 storage building, near








302 See* 416 Street
Name 752-3663
WE HAVE listed 'some
choice water front
property. The water
front lots are on the
main body of the lake.
Each has good access.
Lots are restricted to
homes only. Each are
reasonably priced.
Also, nine acres at
Cypress Creek. This
tract has a large amount
of frontage on the lake.
This has many good
building sites. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 50k„4,
Main St., Murray. 753-
7531 or 753-0101 or call
Pam Rodgers 753-7116.
PEA LT-ORS








ceiling, in living area,
and completely fur-
nished. Call for details,
or come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 753-8080.
NEED SOME great "R
and R"? Let us show you
quality home near Ky.
Lake. Located in Motile;
Natures finest setting:A
short 40 minute drive







rental income. . . 110'
road frontage in the city.








45 Farms Fur Sale
M ACRE arm, 2 miles




fel MU -45 ACK FARM
aid a desa, sest simian
sided bean dot features 4
bedrooms, 1 bulb, dee with
weedberabe some. Webs@
with fairomatir, brae edlIty
area, odd VA.d.. foams.
211-25 ewes is epos, sod fee-
cos, adoeside desk watOr,
air 39 id tool died, 132
fed deep 4 id dread well,
sod ether useable eat -
balldlops. Pend read spits
tbe property tobisb meld
wake it MIST ye MO off pert
of weep If se dedred. CALL
753-4434, to sae Ibis pease"
located 2 miles oast of boder
at, Illabaay 1344. Newt
Trreatbae II Seem Madly bd.
Vmes For Sale
MUST SELL - by owner.
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,




Reduced to $14,500. Call
762-4288 or 753-6274 after
5 p. m.
TWO BEDROOM frame
home for sale. Located
in Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision near New
Concord, Ky. Some
finish work needed, low
down payment and will
finance balance. To see
call John Jones at 502-
442-7368. •
mr.
HOUSE AND 20 acres, 2










den, dining room, kit-
chen, 2 baths, 2 car
garage, air conditioned.
electric heat, drapes
and carpet. 400 South
11th. Call 753..4904,
LEAVING SOON, last
chance to buy large
house. Adjoining
University, 201 N. 16th.
Call 7534799.
FOUR ROOMS plus bath
and sun room. House
nice inside and out. Four




• *HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES
Saturday, July 23, 10:00 A.M.
LOCATION: Across Street from Post Office, Penton, Ky.
 ATTENTION COLLECTORS & DEALERS 
The following is a partial list of a large collection of Antiques and Collectibles.
We feel you will find this an outstanding Auction. This sale will be held at
Historic Canton. Kentucky, with lots of shade trees to help beat the heat. Be
sure and make plans to attend this Auction. IN THE EVENT OF RAIN, SALE
WILL BE HELD SATURDAY, JULY 30-10:00A.M.
 PARTIAL LISTING 
2 3 Pc. Solid Cherry Poster Bedroom Suites with dresser, with wishbone
mirror 8. boxes and large chest of drawers - soQi Cherry Lyre NI* Stand -=
Cherry 2-Drawer Drop Leaf Table - Boston Rocker - 2 • French Provincial
Marble Top Tables - 1 - French Provincial Marble Top Coffee Table - Coffee
Mill-Oak Dining Table with 5 matching chairs - Butter Mold - Maple Desk
with Chair - Server with Towel Bar - Oak Washstand - Banquet Type Lamp
& Oval Maple Dining Table with 6 Chairs - Spinning Wheel (Excellent
Condition) - Gilbert Mantel Clock - Flat Top Trunk with Tray (excellent
condition) - Mahogany Dresser - Seth Thomas Striking Clock - Old Ox Yoke
-3- High Back Cane Rockers - Singer Treadle Sewing Machine - Nita Stand
with walnut finish - G.E. No Frost Refrigerator - Ironstone Spittoon -
Wicker Basket - Old Sausage Grinder - Old Beam Scales - Mounted Set of
Steer Horns Large Dinner Bell with. Bracket - Wood Heater - 1 - Lot of
Pressed Glass - 1 . Lot of Large Goblets -1- Lot of Hand Tools - 1 • Lot of Old
Quilts - Mahogany Buffet- Flat Irons - 1 - Lot of Crockware - 1- Lot of Oil
Lamps - Garden Tiller - Push Monier - 1 Lot of Pots, Pans, Dishes
Flatware - 1 - Lot of Pictures, Lamps, Old Linens, & Miscellaneous Items -
Many, Many Other Items Too Numerous To Mention.
OWNER: ESTATE OF GERTRUDE C. FUTRELL
Trigg County Farmers Bank, Administrator
cAsII
Any Announcement Made Date of Sale Takes Precedence Over Printed Matter.-
hen Morns, Ataltors and Auctooneers
•
Ken Morrii
• 410 .1K 1,c4(` '5021 ges 0211$
Denton Foster
Broker & Auctioneer Auctioneer
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a
BY OWNER - 1 307
Doran Rd. Eight room, 2
story brick home on 1
and one-third acre










spacious closets, 2 car
garage and large patio.






shady lot, just outside
city limits at 1907
Coldwater Road. 20 x 50
outbuilding. $25,000. Call
753-8400.
FOR SALE by owner, 2




7',2 acres, lovely woods,
1000 commercial white
pines, near Ky. Lake.
Heating, fireplace and




garden spot. Located on




2 story home, close to
schools. Lots of extras.
Must see to appreciate.
Call 753-3903.
GATESBOROUGH -
year r old home, 3
bedroom, 21/2 bath, den
with fireplace, heat
pump, central air, in-





bedrooms, 2 baths, 8
large closets. Extra
large kitchen, big lot on
dead end street. Call 753-
3459.
41 Motorcycles
HONDA TL 250, set up for
woods. Honda 125
Elsinore never bored or









painted by Jim Defew.
$1200.00. Call 354-8052.
1972 HONDA 358. Nice
original. Call 753-7219.
1974 YZ 80 Yamaha trail
bike. In good condition.
Call after 4, 753-2858.
1973 750 NORTON
Roadster.- Good con-
dition. Two helmets and
extras. $1,000. Call 759-
1077.
SUZUKI GT 550 with
windjammer, many




mag runs for sale. 14".
$25. Call 753-9413, ask for
Mike Phares. after 410,
49.Used Ca.\ & Trucks






$4,350. See at Grogans
Trailer Court, Highway
94 East.
1914 VAN, restorable 1950
Ford. Call 753-7765.
1973 VOLKSWAGEN. Call
753-4449 after 5 p. m.
1968 FORD station
wagon. $400. Call 753-
7307.
1972 • CHEVY CUSTOM
Impala. Low miles. Like
new. Must see to ap-
preciate. Call after 4,
753-2858.
1967 CHEVY CAPRICE, 4
door, automatic, power
and air. Call 492-8594
after 6 p. m.
Auction Sale
Every Friday eight, 641 Auction Home, Parts, Teen.
This week another load from St. Louis, antique
dressers, chest, tables, 3 piece bedroom suite,
dining room suite, smoking stand, glass, dishes,




Exceptionally well built, 3 bedroom, 3 bath home
on Dudley Drive. Large manicured lawn with
garden area, central gas heat and central elec-
the-air, den with fireplace, abundant closets and
storage areas and other features too numerous to
mention here. Owner moving out of state and
home available for occupancy very soon. Phone








Friday, July 29, 1977
1:00 P.M.
Front Lawn - Murray Middle School
8th and Main - Murray, Kentucky
Items to be auctioned are as follows:
Approximately 250 - Tablet Arm Chair
Desk - 14-18 inches high, 6 - Folding
cafeteria tables with attached seating,
4 - Standard lavatories, 1 - Large com-
mercial lavatory, 2 - Small folding
:cafeteria tables, 23 - Variety of wood
doors, 1 - Large wooden storage
cabinet with drawers, 28 - In-
candescent ling light fixtures, 175 - 8
foot incandescent strip light fixtures,
10 -5 foot incandescent drop light fix-
tures, 1 - Standard, wooden classroom
table, 1 - School Bus - International-
(1968) - 66 passenger, miscellaneous
items.
The Mammy Beard Of Education reserves rights'
%select agymnd-or.all bids.
1071 HARLEY DAVID-
SON Sportster, like new.
Call 753-4904.
1949 11/2 TON Ford truck
for sale. Excellent
condition. Call 753-45901





1962 FORD FALCON, 6
cylinder, automatic,
must sell- 8340. Cali 753-
9818 after 6 p. m.
144=16.MIE31E-"IIEMED
1966 VOLKSWAGEN, 103
N. 14th St. Call 7594011.




FM, $6500 firm. Call 435-
4455 after 6.
1974 DODGE Adventure
SE 34,000 miles. One
owner', extra clean.
Power brakes, steering
and air, bucket seats,
sliding back glass. Rail
on bed. Call 753-3696.




aluminum box bed with
roll up back door and
side door. Less than
year old. New set of
tires. 35,000 miles. H-TH
611e-
C '977 ,ea,•e S,a.t. ,
1.4
7-2C litC#5
ING5 COULD BE WORSE, YOU
$5,660- Call 7534951  COULD 13E TI-IE MAYOR OF A BIG
CITY."





gallon extra tank. Fifth
wheel and ball hitches.
Best offer. Call after 4,
753-1549.
1970 CHEVY NOVA, 6
cylinder. Automatic,
power steering, new
tires. $750. Call 753-6179.
LITTLE WHITE 1970
Maverick car for sale.






1975 COUGAR XR-7. Gold
with gold vinyl top. AM-
FM stereo, factory
wheels, extra sharp.
Call 753-2814 or 753-7721.
1972 TORINO Sport. Light
blue with vinyl roof.
Good condition. 1605
South 16th, Steve Payne.
1974 CJ-5; excellent1973 JEEP CJ-5 with all condition. Call 436-5496
extras, excellent con- or 436-2524.
dition. Call 753-2228.
1974 PLYMOUTH Grand
Fury. 360 motor. Air,
power, nice car. Green




condition. May be seen
at 812 N. 19th Street. Call
753-7184.





FOR SALE 1967 Buick La
Sabre, four door sedan.
Reasonable. Call 753-
3273.
1963 CHEVY II, 6
cylinder, straight shift,
new tires. $325. Call
after 5 p. m. 753-3418.
1974 BUICK LESabre
Luxus. Excellent con-
dition. Can be seen at
Five Points Amoco, or








radio. $3500. Call 489-
2742 after 5 p. m. and
weekends.




steering and brakes. AM
8 track stereo radio, new
white letter radial tires,
local car. See at 208
Irvan. Call 753-8533 or
435-4351 after 5 p.m.




113 S. 4th - 753-2835
SUPER NOME-
SUPER LOCATION
This home on Gatesboro Circle has spacious
foyer, central gas heat, central air, fireplace in
family room, fine carnet, intercom, formal
dining room:. Everything in exquisite taste. Has
double garage, large lot and entire back yard has
wooden privacy fence. Priced right
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
441 Sycamore Street Mem 753-7724
Meseher ef Meltlpie Wive
Gay Spew 753-2587 Lasko Oskar, 753-2404
Usk Patriot 253-4461 Premiss Omsk 153-5725
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 CHEVROLET 4
wheel drive, burgandy
and white. 10" white
spoke wheels with new
tires. New paint, extra
sharp. Two aluminum
shop doors, 10 x 10. Call
436-5853 or 436-5552 after
5 p.m.
1968 . INTERNATIONAL
panel truck, V-8, 4
speed, 34 ton, runs good.
Call 753-3944,
1966 VO1 KSWAGEN
stick shift. Very good
condition. $575 or best
offer. Call 753-0329.
1974 BUICK Regal
Landau 350. Tilt wheel,
air condition, power
brakes and steering.
Blue with white 1/2 top.
Call 753-5945 after 5.




1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double
oven gas -range, $120
Call 753-5206. '
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1972 COUGAR, power,
air, vinyl top, good
condition. Call 753-0382




power, air, clean. $1500.
Call 489-2752.
1972 DODGE Charger
Special Edition, - V-8
automatic, double
power and air. In good
condition. $1100.00.








Sleeps 6. 15 ft. boat, 40






1972 EAMPE-R trailer, 20
ft., Sleeps six. Good
condition Call 753-7219.
WHITE'S CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake Both new and
used. Bank financing
available Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.
51. Services Offered
ELECTRICAL WIRING






Iticirit service. NO Job
too small Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
Blacktopping, seal








roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
da trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and













5429 after 4 p.` m.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills.-Call Doug Taylor





steam or dry foam
-method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July






or monthly. Call Ser-
vicemaster, 753-0259
today.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.
WILL HAUL LIME or





SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
INSULATE NOW attics










struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
















Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753-
4707.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,-
exterior. Also dry wall


















Laws mower wed sad aegis*
repair. Robe* lows wowere,
$25.00 odd op. Riding





Moored, ready to me. Or boy a 0-11oIW owl woo. Coovoloto sod
reedy to assemble OA op to 24100 siowiord, but will price owy she
nammiod. Shop Mo rort Moo cow to Custom Boitl sod buy the best
for loss.





MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
MAKE 12% OR MORE
ON YOUR MONEY
with this excellent investment property on NortL
Fourth Street. There are also some excellent Li?'
advantages. Talk it over with us.
DONALD R TUCKER A FULL SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Professional Salespeople to Serve You
NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon  436-5676
Chuck Shuffett  753-4560
Patricia Miller  753-7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B. .   753-1930
Member MulliLirfing Serwe and Murray Calloway County Board of kesitor
51 Services Offered
DOZER WORK, all kinds.
Call Lyons Brothers,
Jimmie 769-1062 or L. W.
(Dub) 474-2364.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,










Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
WOO. CaD 753-0359.
5 1 Services Offered
LAM Blacictopping, seal ;
\ coating and repiih.s. For
esLimates call 753-1537.
WILL 'KEEP CHILI) in A
my home, days. Prefer




Company Inc. Air con-







FREE MOTHER cat and
kittens. Phone 753-6550.




Personal interview only. Must be 18 years




Orat sly, Early Americai berm me. Pay  ̀ 111"
Om oily, NW. DIAN Phan. .4  '12"
Use oily, Kowa 4/1/111 Mayo lips  14.00
Oss oily, AN/TM Phise/lassisconlor  ale
Om ash, tsepsu.itD,ck and Speakers  5110
J 3 B Music-Magnavox
Chestnut Street (Dixieland Shopping Ctr )
HWY. 121W -- Close in, but definitely country -
a quality, spacious 4 bedroom, brick veneer
home, central electric air, fireplace, all
draperies included. Large recreation room plus
study. Situated on 2 acres, fenced backyard, 16' x
20' storage building with electric heat.
SMALL ACREAGE ON 94E -4 acres only 31/2
miles from lake with neat 4 bedroom frame
home, electric heat, air conditioner, some wall-
to-wall carpeting. Roomy kitchen with lots of
cabinets and dishwasher. Carport and wide high-
way frontage. Also includes trailer hookup.
ii• • _
TWO ACRES 3 MILES WEST OF CITY just off
Hwy 94 West on blacktop road -3 bedroom brick
home with entry foyer, formal living room, large
den with fireplace, 2 baths, central electric heat
and air. Large double garage with storage. A-
' quality home.
COLES CAMPGROUND ROAD - just five
minutes north of Murray - 3 bedroom brick
home, family kitchen, central air, gas heat, car-
peting and drapes throughout. Built-in range.
Carport. Very livable.
GM'









Barbara Erwin  ?h3-4136
Warren Shropshire . .  753-8277
Homer Miller  753-7519
leather' Moody  753-9036
B. B. Hook  753-2387
MIEWE, R OF MULTTPLE LISTWVO
•
4;04 • a.%
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been a way of doing business at Jim
Adams. To better please you, the
customer. . . Jim Adams at Southside
store is OPEN SUNDAY! That means
People Pleasers Prices & Service..




12 NOON TIL9 PM
Free Cash
Bankroll!








































BANANAS 2 Lb. 45'
JUICY










CHUCK STEAK Lb. 8fi'
U.S. CHOICE BonuEss
CHUCK ROAST u). $ 1"
REELFOOT'S CORN VALLEY
PORK
SAUSAGE 2 Lb. Bag 
SLICED
% COUNTRY




















U.S. CHOICE 7 GCcc'? CHUCK ROAST .... u).
SMOICED
PORK CHOPS  u) $1"
FRESH WATER GatCATFISH STEAKS 
umi ICHHOICE:110MIAICI;;;EDitiEF
WHOLE ARM or SHOULDER
BUTTS










BLACKEYE or PURPLE HULL













PICKLING SPICE  69'
WINDOW CLEANER 
WINDEX =12 tit  59'
COAST































JARS • LIDS • RINGS • SPICES





















DOWNY 2 4 9
Big 96 oz. Iv
MN
